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This thesis focuses on decay of correlations for non-uniformly expanding maps with
random perturbations. By using a coupling argument on Young tower, it was known
that the type of decay of correlations is essentially determined by the tail of recur-
rence time in deterministic case. More precisely, decay of correlations and the tail
of recurrence time have the same kind of decay in deterministic case. Baladi et al.
proved that the stretched-exponential tail of the recurrence time induces stretched-
exponential decay of correlations for non-uniformly expanding maps with random
perturbations. In this thesis, we consider random perturbations of non-uniformly






1.1.1 What is Dynamics about
Dynamical system is a math subject describing the long term evolution of systems
for which the ’infinitesimal’ evolution rule is known. Examples and applications
arise from all branches of science and technology, like physics, chemistry, economics,
ecology, communications, biology, computer science and meteorology, to mention
just a few.
These systems have in common the fact that each possible state may be described
by a finite (or infinite) number of observable quantities. Usually, there are some
constraints between these quantities. So the space of states M (called phase space)
is often a manifold.
For continuous time systems, the evolution rule can be a differential equation:
each state x ∈M associates the speed and direction in which the system is going to
evolve. Even when the real phenomenon is supposed to evolve in continuous time,
it is convenient to consider a discrete time model. For instance, if observations
of the system take place at fixed intervals of time only. In this case, the evolution
rule is a transformation f : M →M , assigning to the present state x ∈M the next
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state f(x) after one unit of time.
In both cases, the main problems of dynamical system are:
• To describe the behavior as time goes to infinity for the majority of orbit.
• To understand whether the limit behavior is stable under small changes of the
evolution law.
The study of one-dimensional transformations is a classical subject going back
to Poincare. These systems interest us primarily as models for dynamical behavior
in higher dimensions.
Hyperbolicity is the simplest form of behavior for one-dimensional maps. If a
multimodal map f is hyperbolic and C2, almost every orbit converges to some peri-
odic attractor, and the whole dynamics is simple. The celebrated work of Jakobson
[21] shows that interval maps with complicated (non-hyperbolic) behavior are also
abundant, in the probabilistic sense.
A well-succeeded approach to the study of dynamical systems with complicated
behavior is given by Ergodic Theory, which aims at probabilistic descriptions of
orbits in a measurable phase space. The existence of an invariant measure for a
given dynamics is an important fact in this context, specially if we recall Birkhoff’s
ergodic theorem, which describes time averages of observable phenomena for typical
points with respect to that measure. However, it may happen that an invariant
lacks of physical meaning. Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB) measures, or physical
measures play a particularly important role in this context, since they provide
information about the statistics of orbits for a large set of initial states. These
are invariant measures which are somewhat compatible with the reference volume
measure. For some classes of systems they can be obtained as ergodic invariant
measures which are absolutely continuous with respect to the volume measure. SRB
measures were introduced in the 70’s by Sinai [30], Ruelle [27] and Bowen [14, 15]
for Anosov and Axiom A attractors, both in discrete and continuous time systems.
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1.1.2 Non-uniformly expanding interval maps
Non-uniformly expanding interval maps play an important role in the theory of
dynamical systems. The statistical properties of these systems as well as the per-
sistency of these properties have attracted much interest. Jakobson [21] showed
that non-uniformly expanding maps are abundant among interval maps. Extensions
and generalizations of this work have produced many of non-uniformly hyperbolic
dynamical systems in dimension one or higher, see [8, 9, 26,33,34] among others.
Let f : M →M be a transformation and µ be an invariant probability measure.








when the integrals make sense. The system (f, µ) is mixing if Cn(φ, ψ) → 0 as








so the mixing property means that the iterations of an initial mass distribution φµ
converge, in the weak topology, to a multiple (
∫
φdµ)µ of the invariant measure.
Hence, it may be seen as a sort of memory dissipation in the system: all the in-
formation contained in the initial density, apart from its total mass, is gradually
forgotten under iterations.
The problem of decay of correlations corresponds to how fast the convergence is.
In general, to get non-trivial bounds one must restrict to classes of densities φ which
are fairly regular, like Ho¨lder continuous, of bounded variation, or even smooth. We
state that (f, µ) has exponential decay of correlations in a Banach space H ⊂ L1(µ)
if there exists λ < 1 such that
|Cn(φ, ψ)| ≤ C(φ, ψ)λn
for every φ ∈ H, ψ ∈ L∞(µ) and n ≥ 1 where C(ϕ, ψ) is a constant depending on ϕ
and ψ.
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Changing the sequence on the right-hand side, one obtains notions of slower or
faster decay of correlations, like stretch exponential C(φ, ψ)λ
nθ with 0 < θ < 1
(super exponential if θ > 1), or polynomial C(φ, ψ)n−α with α > 0.
A substantial part of this theory is treated in detail by Ruelle [28], Gora, Bo-
yarsky [16], Viana [32], Baladi [4], Alves [1].
1.1.3 Methods and random case
A classical approach to proving exponential decay of correlations, initiated by Ruelle
(see [28]), is through showing that the transfer operator has a spectral gap. Pro-
jective metrics associated to convex cones were introduced by Birkhoff [11]. They
provide an alternative strategy for proving decay of correlations, initiated by Ferrero,
Schmitt [19] and much developed by Liverani [23], Maume [24] and so on. However,
both methods rely on (projective) hyperbolicity of transfer operator, they are more
suited to proving exponential decay of correlations. See more details in [13].
A new approach, designed for dealing with all types of decay alike, was proposed
by Young [36] and has been used by several authors. It is an extension of [10,35] in
that it is based on a similar tower model, but the analysis of dynamics on the tower
is new and does not involve the transfer operator. Instead Young uses a coupling
argument, borrowed from probability theory, to show that the type of decay of
correlations is essentially determined by the tail of the recurrence time,
that is, by the asymptotics of the measure of the sets of points with large recurrence
times.
Decay of correlations in deterministic systems have been well studied. We show
some results related to the physical measures of small random perturbations of
strong mixing discrete-time dynamics. Bogenshu¨tz [12] and Baladi et al. [6] stud-
ied random correlations for smooth expanding dynamics, proving exponential decay
of future and past correlations together with a strong form of stochastic stability.
Buzzi [17,18] considered random compositions of piecewise monotone interval maps
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having some expansion in average property. He showed existence of absolutely con-
tinuous sample stationary measures and exponential decay of both future and past
correlations, suing a probabilistic approach. In [5], Baladi et al. considered random
perturbations of non-uniformly expanding maps with stretched exponential decay
of the corresponding return times, by using coupling methods, they have proved
stretched exponential upper bounds for the almost sure rates of mixing.
In this thesis, we keep similar settings and by coupling methods, we compute
the decay of correlations for random systems of non-uniformly expanding maps with
different types of the corresponding return times.
1.2 Statement of results
Let I ⊂ R be a compact interval with normalize Lebesgue measurem. Let {fs}s∈[−1,1] :
I → I be a family of C2 maps. Let ν be a Borel probability measure on [−1, 1].
Endow Ω = [−1, 1]Z with the product measure νZ. Then P = νZ × m defines a
probability measure on Ω× I.
For any ω ∈ Ω, x ∈ I and n ∈ Z+, we define
fnω (x) = fωn−1 ◦ fωn−2 ◦ . . . ◦ fω1 ◦ fω0(x).
We denote the i-th coordinate of ω by ωi. Let σ : Ω→ Ω be the left shift map.
(i.e. (σω)i = ωi+1 for any ω ∈ Ω, i ∈ Z.)
We start by setting the induced Markov structure for the random orbits.
Definition 1.2.1. (Inducing Random Markov Map)
We say that (I,Ω, νZ) induces a Random Markov Map in a subinterval ∆ ⊂ I
with inducing time R : Ω × ∆ → Z+ ∪ {∞}, if R(ω, x) is measurable, P({R =
∞}) = 0, and for νZ-almost every ω ∈ Ω, there exists a partition Zω of a full
Lebesgue measure subset Dω of ∆, such that Rω(x) := R(ω, x) is a constant in each
Uω ∈ Zω, and the following conditions hold.
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1. R(ω, x) is a stopping time, which means if R(ω, x) = n and ωi = ω
′
i for
0 ≤ i < n, then R(ω′, x) = n.
2. Markov : fRωω is a diffeomorphism on ∆.
3. Expansion : there exists a constant κ > 1 independent of ω, such that for
any Uω ∈ Zω,
inf
x∈Uω
|DfRωω (x)| > κ.
4. Bounded distortion : there exists a constant C0 independent of ω, such that
for any Uω ∈ Zω and x, y ∈ Uω,∣∣ log DfRωω (x)
DfRωω (y)
| ≤ C0
∣∣fRωω (x)− fRωω (y)∣∣.
The next two axioms are necessary. Axiom 1.2.2 ensures the existence of abso-








Axiom 1.2.3 ensures some mixing properties in the induced dynamics.
Axiom 1.2.3 (Gcd(R)=1). There are M ∈ Z+, a full measure subset Ω0 ⊂ Ω,
and {εi > 0, i = 1, ...,M}, {ti ∈ N, i = 1, ...,M} with g.c.d.(ti) = 1 such that for all
ω ∈ Ω0, and all 1 ≤ i ≤M , we have m({x ∈ ∆ : Rω(x) = ti}) > εi.
Consider the product space Ω × I with Borel σ-algebra B0 We can naturally
define the skew product map G : Ω× I → Ω× I as
G(ω, x) = (σω, fω0(x)).
Then we define exactness, mixing and ergodicity.
Definition 1.2.4. Suppose µ is an invariant measure on (Ω× I,B0, G).
(1) (Ω×I,B0, G, µ) is called exact if each B ∈
⋂
n∈NG
−nB0 is trivial, i.e. µ(B) = 0
or µ(B) = 1.
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(3) (Ω×I,B0, G, µ) is called ergodic if for any A ∈ B0 satisfying µ(A M G−1(A)) =
0, we have µ(A) = 0 or µ(A) = 1. (Here A M B = (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A) denotes
the symmetric difference.)
In Proposition 2.3.2, we will show that exactness is stronger than mixing while
mixing is stronger than ergodicity.
Refer to [2, 3, 22], a Borel probability measure µ in Ω × I invariant by G is
characterized by an essentiality unique disintegration dµ = dµωdν
Z given by a family
{µω} of sample measures on I with the following properties:
• ω → µω(B) is νZ-measurable, for each Borel set B ⊂ I.
• B → µω(B) is a Borel probability measure in I, for νZ-almost every ω.
• (fω)∗µω = µσω, for νZ-almost every ω.






where A is a Borel subset of Ω× I and Aω = {x ∈ I : (ω, x) ∈ A}.
Theorem 1.2.5. Suppose random system (I,Ω, νZ) induces a Random Markov Map
satisfying Axioms 1.2.2-1.2.3 with inducing time R. Then there exists a unique exact
(thus mixing and ergodic) absolutely continuous invariant probability measure µ¯ in
(Ω × I,B0, G). Moreover, the densities of sample stationary measure {µ¯ω = hωm}
corresponding to µ¯ have a uniformly upper bound.
Suppose ϕ : I → R is bounded and ψ : I → R is Lipschitz continuous, we define




























By mixing property of (Ω× I,B0, G, µ¯), both C(f)ω,ϕ,ψ(n) and C(p)ω,ϕ,ψ(n) tends to 0
under conditions in Theorem 1.2.5. We are interested in question that how fast the
convergence is.
We introduce 3 kinds of tails of return times which will lead to different types of
decay of correlations.
1. Exponential (ET R): There exists 0 < θ < 1, such that
P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(θn).
2. Stretched exponential (SET R): There exist 0 < θ < 1, 0 < α < 1, such that
P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(θnα).
3. Polynomial (PT R): There exists D > 4, such that
P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(n−D).












P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > l}) <∞
Which means (ET R)(SET R)(PT R) induce summability Axiom 1.2.2.






Let ‖‖L∞ , ‖‖F denote the corresponding norms in L∞(I) and Lipschitz space Lip(I).
Our main theorem shows the relationship between tail of return and decay of
random correlations.
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Theorem 1.2.6. (Main theorem)
Suppose (I,Ω, νZ) induces a Random Markov Map satisfying Axioms 1.2.2-1.2.3
with inducing time R, {µ¯ω} is the family of sample measures in Theorem 1.2.5.
Then for each bounded function ϕ : I → R and each Lipschitz function ψ : I → R,
there exists a constant C depending on constants κ,C0,M, {εi, ti, i = 1, ...,M} in
Definition 1.2.1 and Axiom 1.2.3, such that the following results hold.
(1) If P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(θn) for some 0 < θ < 1, then there
is a random variable n1(ω) defined on a full measure set Ω1 ⊂ Ω with
νZ({n1(ω) > n}) = O(θn1 )
for some 0 < θ1 < 1, such that for any ω ∈ Ω1, n > n1(ω),
max{|(fnω )∗m− µ¯σnω|, |(fnσ−nω)∗m− µ¯ω|} ≤ Cθn1 ;
max{C(f)ω,ϕ,ψ(n), C(p)ω,ϕ,ψ(n)} ≤ C‖ϕ‖∞‖ψ‖F θn1 .
(2) If P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω ×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(θnα) for some 0 < θ, α < 1, then
there is a random variable n2(ω) defined on a full measure set Ω2 ⊂ Ω with
νZ({n2(ω) > n}) = O(θnα22 )
for some 0 < θ2, α2 < 1, such that for any ω ∈ Ω2, n > n2(ω),
max{|(fnω )∗m− µ¯σnω|, |(fnσ−nω)∗m− µ¯ω|} ≤ Cθn
α2
2 ;
max{C(f)ω,ϕ,ψ(n), C(p)ω,ϕ,ψ(n)} ≤ C‖ϕ‖∞‖ψ‖F θn
α2
2 .
(3) If P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω × ∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(n−p) for some p > 4, for any
positive numbers p1, p2 with p1 + p2 < p − 4, there exists a random variable
n3(ω) defined on a full measure set Ω3 ⊂ Ω with νZ({n3(ω) > n}) = O(n−p2),
such that for any ω ∈ Ω3, n > n3(ω)
max{|(fnω )∗m− µ¯σnω|, |(fnσ−nω)∗m− µ¯ω|} ≤ Cn−(p1+1);
max{C(f)ω,ϕ,ψ(n), C(p)ω,ϕ,ψ(n)} ≤ C‖ϕ‖∞‖ψ‖F n−p1 .
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1.3 Outline of thesis
Since (I,Ω, νZ) induces a Random Markov Map on ∆, we can naturally construct
random towers {∆ω} with zeroth level ∆ω,0 = ∆. The dynamics Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω
consists in hoping from one tower to the next above (x, 0), stopping at level Rω(x)−1
if Rω < ∞, and falling down to the zeroth level of ∆σRω(x)ω using the return map.
Then fω : I → I is topologically semiconjugated to Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω. So it is
sufficient to consider the case in random towers.
We construct the random towers in Chapter 2, and shows the existence and
uniqueness of the absolutely continuous sample measures of random towers.
In Chapter 3, by a coupling argument as [36] in deterministic case, we establish
a relation between mixing rates and the tails of joint return times T .
In Chapters 5-7, which is the main part in our thesis, we draw a connection
between joint return time T and return time R. More precisely, if νZ×m({R > n})
decay polynomially, respectively stretched exponentially, respectively exponentially,
then so dose νZ×m×m({T > n}). By the coupling method in Chapter 3, we finally
obtain the estimate for decay of correlations for exponential, stretched-exponential
and polynomial cases.
In Chapter 8, we apply our main theorem to non-uniformly expanding maps with
random perturbations. we construct two random systems which induce Random
Markov Maps with exponential and polynomial tails of return times, thus these 2
random systems respectively have polynomial and exponential decay of correlations.
Chapter2
Measures on Random towers
In this section, we first construct the random towers directly from the induced
Markov map. Then we construct a family of absolutely continuous stationary mea-
sures. By showing the exactness of the random towers with these measures, we
further get mixing and ergodicity. Then the ergodicity shows the uniqueness of the
absolutely continuous sample measures.
2.1 Random Tower
Suppose the random system (I,Ω, νZ) induces a Random Markov Map on ∆ with in-
ducing time R, Let m0 be the normalized Lebesgue measure on ∆. we will construct
random towers in this section.
Recall the definition of induced Random Markov Map, Rω is well defined for
almost every ω. Suppose Rω is well defined for all ω ∈ Ω1 that has full measure in
Ω. We consider the set Ω0 =
⋂∞
i=0 σ
−iΩ1. Obviously Ω0 has a full νZ-measure in Ω.
For any ω ∈ Ω0, l ∈ Z+, we define l-th level by
∆ω,l = {(x, l) : x ∈ ∆, R(σ−lω, x) > l}.
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Then ∆ω is naturally endowed with a measure m (taking counting measure on N).
For any ω ∈ Ω0, fRω = fRωω is a map in ∆, we define Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω as follows:
Fω(x, l) =
(x, l + 1) if R(σ
−lω, x) > l + 1;
(fRω (x), 0) if R(σ
−lω, x) = l + 1.
Define F :
⋃
ω∈Ω{ω} × ∆ω →
⋃
ω∈Ω{ω} × ∆ω, F (ω, x) = (σω, Fω(x)). Then F is





Notice that ∆ is a measurable subset of the product space Ω × ∆ × N, and
F : ∆ → ∆ is measurable. The space Ω × ∆ × N is naturally endowed with an























So ∆ has a finite measure if Axiom 1.2.2 holds.
By construction, there is a natural projection from ∆ to Ω × I. Denote the
σ-algebra of ∆ by B. Then system (Ω× I,B0, G) is topologically semiconjugate to
(∆,B, F ). So it is sufficient for us to consider the dynamical properties on (∆,B, F ).
We extend Rω to ∆ω by setting Rω(x, l) = Rσ−lω(x)− l. For any ω ∈ Ω0, let Zω
be a countable partition of a full measure subset of ∆ω with each element being a
maximal set on which Rω is a constant and F
R
ω is a bijection onto ∆.
For any ω ∈ Ω0, we define the separation time sω : ∆ω ×∆ω → Z+ ∪ {∞},
sω(x, y) = min{n ∈ N : (FRω )n(x) and (FRω )n(y) lie in distinct elements of Zσnω}
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Without loss of generality, we write s(x, y) = sω(x, y).
For any ω ∈ Ω0, x ∈ ∆ω and n ∈ Z+, define
F nω (x) = Fωn−1 ◦ Fωn−2 ◦ . . . ◦ Fω1 ◦ Fω0(x).
We also write FRω (x) = F
Rω
ω (x) for short.
2.1.1 Axioms in Random systems
By the construction and assumption, the random towers satisfy the following axioms.
Axiom 2.1.1 (Markov property). For each element Jω of Zω, the map FRω : Jω →
∆ is a bijection.
Axiom 2.1.2 (Weak forward expansion). The partition Zω is generating for Fω





−1Zσjω tends to 0 as n
tends to infinity.
Axiom 2.1.3 (Bounded distortion). There are C > 0 and 0 < β < 1, such
that for almost every ω and each element Jω of Zω, the map FRω and its inverse
are nonsingular with respect to Lebesgue measure, and, writing JFRω > 0 for the
corresponding jacobian, we have for each x, y ∈ Jω,∣∣JFRω (x)
JFRω (y)
− 1∣∣ ≤ Cβs(FRω (x),FRω (y)).
Axiom 2.1.4 (Summability). There is a full measure subset Ω2 ⊂ Ω, such that
for any ω ∈ Ω2, m(∆ω) <∞.
Axiom 2.1.5 (Gcd(R)=1). There are M ∈ Z+, a full measure subset Ω3 ⊂ Ω,
and {εi > 0, i = 1, ...,M}, {ti ∈ N, i = 1, ...,M} with g.c.d.(ti) = 1 such that for all
ω ∈ Ω3, and all 1 ≤ i ≤M , we have m({x ∈ ∆ : Rω(x) = ti}) > εi.
Axioms 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 are directly from Markov and Expansion conditions of
induced Random Markov Map, while Axiom 2.1.3 can be deduced by Expansion
and Bounded distortion conditions.
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2.1.2 Dynamical Lipschitz and bounded random function
spaces
We consider the following ”dynamical Lipschitz” cone of densities on ∆ with β < 1
as in Axiom 2.1.3:
F+β = {ϕω : ∆ω → C
∣∣ ∃Cϕ > 0, ∀Jω ∈ Zω, eitherϕω|Jω ≡ 0,
or ϕω|Jω > 0 and
∣∣ log ϕω(x)
ϕω(y)
∣∣ ≤ Cϕβsω(x,y),∀x, y ∈ Jω}.
For a random variable Kω : ∆ω → R+ with infΩKω ≥ 1 and some control on
νZ({Kω > n}). Let K = {Kω}, we introduce a space of random Lipschitz functions:
FKβ = {ϕω : ∆ω → C
∣∣ ∃Cϕ > 0, |ϕω(x)| ≤ CϕKω,
|ϕω(x)− ϕω(y)| ≤ CϕKωβsω(x,y),∀x, y ∈ ∆ω},
and a space of random bounded functions:
LK∞ = {ϕω : ∆ω → C
∣∣ sup
x∈∆ω
|ϕω(x)| ≤ C ′ϕKω}.
We refer to the smallest possible Cϕ or C
′
ϕ as the Lipschitz constant, or supremum,
of ϕ in F+β or FKβ , respectively LK∞. Clearly, F+β and LK∞ with the norms ||ϕ||F = Cϕ,
respectively ||ϕ||L∞ = C ′ϕ are Banach spaces.
By definition, the lift of any Lipschitz function on Ω × I belongs to LK∞ with
bounded Kω. Thus we can lift ϕ and ψ in Theorem 1.2.5 to functions in LK∞ and
FKβ respectively with bounded Kω. We will prove a strengthen version of theorem
in this thesis while Kω is a constant in our main theorem.
2.2 Absolutely continuous sample measures
Theorem 2.2.1. (Sample measure)
If {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfy Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.4, then there exists an absolutely
continuous invariant probability measures µ in (∆,B, F ). Moreover, the densities
of sample stationary measure {µω = hωm} corresponding to µ have a uniformly
upper bound.
2.2 Absolutely continuous sample measures 15
Proof. Consider µωn = (F
n




. For all (x, l) ∈ ∆ω, ϕωn(x, l) =
ϕσ
−lω






−1Zσi−nω, Aωn = {A ∈ ξωn : A ⊂ ∆, F nσ−nωA = ∆}. Zω













For each x, y ∈ ∆, A ∈ Aωn, there exist x′, y′ ∈ A, such that F nσ−nωx′ = x, F nσ−nωy′ =
y. Let j ∈ N satisfying F nσ−nω|A = (FRσ−nω)j|A, let {ni : i = 1, 2, ..., j} be the series
such that F ni
σ−niωA ⊂ ∆. We have
∣∣ log ϕωn,A(x)
ϕωn,A(y)

















m(A) = µωn,A(∆) =
∫
∆
ϕωn,A(y)dm(y) ≥ e−C1(ε)ϕωn,A(x),∀x ∈ ∆ω,





is bounded. For each x, y ∈ ∆,
|ϕωn(x)− ϕωn(y)| = |ϕωn(y)||
ϕωn(x)
ϕωn(y)
− 1| ≤ eC1(ε)(eC1(ε)βsω(x,y) − 1) ≤ C3(ε)βsω(x,y).







|ρωn| ≤ eC1(ε) ; |ρωn(x)− ρωn(y)| ≤ C3(ε)d(x, y).
By Arzela`-Ascoli theorem, there exists an increasing sequence {ni}, such that for all
x ∈ ∆, ρωni(x) converges to ρω(x). Since ρωn is bounded and for ω with m(∆ω) <∞
by dominated convergence theorem, ρωni(x) converges to ρ
ω(x) in L1 sense. Define
µω = ρ
ωm, then µω is a probability measure.
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By Axiom 2.1.4, there is a full measure set Ω2, such that for any ω ∈ Ω2,
m(∆ω) <∞. We consider set Ω˜ =
⋂
i∈Z σ
iΩ2, then Ω˜ has a full measure. Moreover,
for any x ∈ Ω˜, n ∈ Z, we have m(∆σnω) <∞.
Therefore for any ω ∈ Ω˜, by diagonal principle, we can find a sequence {nm}





k−N converges to a probability measure
µσ−Nω on tower ∆σ−Nω, absolutely continuous with respect to m. Thus we construct
measures {µω} satisfying (Fω)∗µω = µσω.
Finally, by the construction, we have hω = ρ
ω ∈ F+β and has a uniformly upper





Then µ is an invariant probability measure in (∆,B, F ).
In theorem we construct a family of absolutely continuous sample measures {µω}.
In the following section we will show the uniqueness of this family of measures.
2.3 Uniqueness of sample measures.
Assume these random towers also satisfy Axiom 2.1.5. Define
V lω = ∆ω,0 ∩ F−lω (∆σlω,0).
By this Axiom 2.1.5, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3.1. (Uniformly tails of return times)
There exists an integer l0 > 0, such that for any l ≥ l0, there exists 0 < ε(l) < 1,
for almost every ω,
m(V lω) > ε(l).
Proof. Since g.c.d.(ti) = 1, there exist integers {ai}Mi=1 such that
∑M
i=1 aiti = 1.
Let t =
∑M
i=1 ti, a = max |ai|, choose l0 = at2.
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Then for any l ≥ l0, there exist k, b ∈ Z+, such that l = kt+ b, and b < t. Since
l > l0 = at
2, we have k ≥ at. Moreover










Let ci = k + aib. Then l =
∑M
i=1 citi, and ci ≥ at+ aib ≥ 0 for each i.
So F lω is a combination of some F
ti
ω . (ω may be changed.) By Axiom 2.1.5,
V tiω > εi, has a uniformly lower bounds. By bounded distortion, V
l
ω also has a lower
bound ε(l).
Remark. ε(l) may tends to 0 as l→∞.
Consider the space (Ω×∆,B, F, µ). We can define exactness, mixing and ergod-
icity similar to Definition 1.2.4. We show the relations among them in the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.3.2. Exactness induces mixing while mixing induces ergodicity.
Proof. We first prove the last part. Suppose (F, µ) is mixing, for any A ∈ B satis-
fying µ(A M F−1(A)) = 0, let ϕ = ψ = 1A, by mixing we have µ(A) − µ2(A) = 0.
So µ(A) = 0 or 1. (F, µ) is ergodic.
We consider the first part, if (F, µ) is exact, then (F, µ) is forward fibered mixing,
see Lemma 4.2 in [5]. That is, for all ϕ such that supω
∫ |ϕω|2dµω < ∞, and all




































































So (F, µ) is mixing, thus ergodic.
Next proposition shows the exactness of random towers.
Proposition 2.3.3. (Exactness of invariant measures)
If {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfy Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5, with {µω} in Theorem 2.2.1, then
(Ω×∆,B, F, µ) is exact, thus mixing and ergodic.
Proof. For any A ∈ ⋂n∈N F−nB with fibers {Aω}. Then B = (Ω × ∆ \ A) ∈⋂
n∈N F
−nB with fibers {Bω}.
Consider the measure-preserving system (Ω ×∆,B, F, µ), by Birkhoff Ergodic
theorem, there exists a function H ∈ L1(µ), such that for µ-almost (ω, x) (here








i(ω, x)) = H(ω, x).
Moreover
∫
Ω×∆Hdµ = µ(Ω×∆0) > 0. Thus µ({H > 0}) > 0.
Then either µ(A ∩ {H > 0}) > 0 or µ(B ∩ {H > 0}) > 0. Here H > 0 ensure
infinite recurrence times of (ω, x) to ∆0.
If µ(A ∩ {H > 0}) > 0, then
νZ
({ω : µω({x ∈ Aω : H(ω, x) > 0}) > 0}) > 0.
We will prove νZ({ω : µω(Aω) = 1}) > 0. To get this, ω need some restrictions.
Let Ω0 be the set of generic points ω in system (Ω, σ, ν
Z), i.e.





Fix 0 < κ < 1, for N ∈ N, define
Ω0(N, κ) = {ω ∈ Ω0 : µω(
N⋃
i=0
∆ω,i) > 1− κ}.




νZ(Ω0(N, κ)) = 1.
By Birkhoff Ergodic theorem, there is a full measure set ΩN ⊂ Ω, such that for any








n+N+l0ω) = νZ(Ω0(N, κ)).
Here we use σn+N+l0ω since FN+l0σaiω (∆0) ⊃
⋃N




ω ∈ ⋂N∈N ΩN : µω({x ∈ Aω : H(ω, x) > 0}) > 0}. Then
νZ(Ω0(κ,A,G)) > 0.
For any ω ∈ Ω0(κ,A,G), µω({x ∈ Aω : H(ω, x) > 0}) > 0, we can find a Lebesgue
density point x ∈ {x ∈ Aω : H(ω, x) > 0}.
We fix a point x ∈ {x ∈ Aω : H(ω, x) > 0}, let
S1 = {n ∈ Z+ : σn+N+l0ω ∈ Ω0(N, κ)} , S2 = {n ∈ Z+ : F nω (x) ∈ ∆0}.
For any infinite integer series S = {ai}, we define density
dens(S) = lim inf
n→∞
#(S ∩ {1, 2, ..., n})
n
.
Then dens(S1) = ν
Z(Ω0(N, κ)) while dens(S2) = H(ω, x) > 0. Moreover, dens(S1)
tends to 1 as N tends to infinity. Choose N sufficiently large, such that dens(S1) +
dens(S2) > 1, which implies dens(S1 ∩ S2) > 0. Then we can find a subseries
S0 = {ai}i∈Z+ ⊂ S1 ∩ S2.
For any ai ∈ S0, σai+N+l0ω ∈ Ω0(N, k) and F aiω (x) ∈ ∆0. There is an interval
ξω,ai ⊂ ∆× {0} containing x, such that F ωω (ξω,ai) = ∆0. By expanding axiom 2.1.2,
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1− v/2 and Cβai < v/2. Then by bounded distortion,
m(F aiω (Aω ∩ ξω,ai))
m(∆0)
> (1− v/2)m(Aω ∩ ξω,ai)
m(ξω,ai)
> 1− v.
Since σai+N+l0ω ∈ Ω0(N, k), µσai+N+l0ω(
⋃N
i=0 ∆σai+N+l0ω,i) > 1 − κ. Indeed, by




∆σai+N+l0ω,i , hence µσai+N+l0ω(F
N+l0
σaiω (∆0)) > 1− κ.
For any κ, by absolutely continuity of µσai+N+l0ω with respect to m and bounded
distortion, there exists 0 < v < 1, such that
m(∆0 \Dσaiω) < v ⇒ µσai+N+l0ω(FN+l0σaiω (Dσaiω)) > 1− 2κ. (2.3.1)
Indeed, if Cµ is an upper bound for | dµdm | and







then there is an integer n0 ≤ N , such that






−1((FN+l0σaiω (∆0) \ FN+l0σaiω (Dσaiω)) ∩∆σai+N+l0ω,n0) ⊂ ∆0 \Dσaiω,
by bounded distortion,










, then property 2.3.1 holds.
We turn back to the proposition. Since m(F aiω (Aω ∩ ξω,ai)) > 1− v, then
µσai+N+l0ω(F
N+l0+ai
ω (Aω)) ≥ µσai+N+l0ω(FN+l0σaiω (F aiω (Aω ∩ ξω,ai))) > 1− 2κ.
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Since A ∈ ⋂n∈N F−nB, for any n ∈ Z+, we have A = F−(ai+N+l0)Bai+N+l0 for
someBai+N+l0 ∈ B with fibers {Bai+N+l0,ω}. ThenAω = (F ai+N+l0ω )−1Bai+N+l0,σai+N+l0ω.
Hence µω(Aω) = µσai+N+l0ω(Bai+N+l0,σai+N+l0ω) = µσai+N+l0ω(F
N+l0+ai
ω (Aω)) > 1−2κ.
Since κ can be arbitrary small, we have µω(Aω) = 1.
So we have proved if µ(A∩{H > 0}) > 0, then νZ(Ω0(κ,A,G)) > 0, and for any
ω ∈ Ω0(κ,A,G), we have µω(Aω) = 1. By construction, σΩ0(κ,A,G) = Ω0(κ,A,G).
By ergodicity of (Ω, σ, νZ), νZ(Ω0(κ,A,G)) = 1, thus µω(Aω) = 1 for ν
Z-almost
every ω, then µ(A) = 1.
If µ(B ∩ {H > 0}) > 0, since B ∈ ⋂n∈N F−nB, we also have µ(B) = 1, so
µ(A) = 0. Therefore system (Ω×∆×N,B, F, µ) is exact, thus mixing and ergodic.
Proposition 2.3.4. (Uniqueness of sample stationary measures)
If {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfy Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5, with {µω} in Theorem 2.2.1, then
{µω} is the unique absolutely continuous ergodic stationary probability measure.
Proof. By the construction of µ, we have, for any ω which satisfying
m(∆σnω) <∞, n ∈ Z, the following hold.











> 0 holds almost
everywhere.
In Theorem 2.2.1, µω is well defined for any ω ∈ Ω˜. We consider set
Ω˜0 = {ω ∈ Ω˜ : µω(∆ω,0) = 0}.
For any l > l0, we have F
l
ω(∆ω,0) ⊃ ∆σlω,0, then
m(F lω(∆ω,0) ∩∆σlω,0) > 0
If σlω ∈ Ω˜0, we have
µω(V
l
ω) = µω(∆ω,0 ∩ (F lω)−1∆σlω,0) ≤ µσlω(∆σlω,0) = 0.
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By (2), we have µω(∆ω,0) = 0. So Ω˜0 is σ
l invariant.
Since (Ω, σ−l, νZ) is measure preserving and ergodic, by νZ(Ω˜04 σ−lΩ˜0) = 0, we











Z has a full measure support in ∆ =
⋃
ω{ω} ×∆ω. If we define




δF i(ω,x) → µ},
then by Birkhoff ergodic theorem, µ(B(µ)) = 1. Moreover B(µ) has full Lebesgue
measure on ∆.




Z. Then B(µ) and B(µ′) have intersection. Choose x0 ∈ B(µ) ∩ B(µ′),




i(ω, x)) converges to
∫
ϕdµ as
n goes to infinity, and similarly, to
∫
ϕdµ′, so that µ = µ′.
Chapter3
Matching random couplings
In this chapter, we introduce an auxiliary sequence of stopping times {τi} and the
joint return time T . By using coupling method from [36], we get a similar estimate
that almost sure rates of mixing depend on the tails of the joint return time.





Let λ = (λω), λ
′ = (λ′ω) be absolutely continuous probability measures on {∆ω},
with densities ϕ = (ϕω), ϕ
′ = (ϕ′ω) in F+β . We will match (F nω )∗(λω) with (F nω )∗(λ′ω).




′) = Rl0(ω, x),
τ2(ω, x, x
′) = τ1(ω, x, x′) +Rl0(σ
τ1ω, F τ1ω x
′),
τ3(ω, x, x
′) = τ2(ω, x, x′) +Rl0(σ
τ2ω, F τ2ω x),
τ4(ω, x, x
′) = τ3(ω, x, x′) +Rl0(σ
τ3ω, F τ3ω x
′),
......
and so on, with the action alternating between x and x′. Define
T (ω, x, x′) = min{τi : F τiω x ∈ ∆στiω,0;F τiω x′ ∈ ∆στiω,0; i ≥ 2}.
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Let Fˆω = (Fω × Fω)Tω , T0,ω = 0, T1,ω = Tω, Tn,ω = Tn−1,ω + TσTn−1ω ◦ Fˆ n−1ω .
Here we use l0-th return time to make sure τi − τi−1 ≥ l0. By Proposition 2.3.1,
V lω > ε(l) > 0 for all l > l0. This will be used in Chapters 5-7.
Theorem 3.1.1. (Matching, future joint return times)
There exist constants C > 0, 0 < κ < 1, such that for each pair λ, λ′ of absolutely
continuous probability measures on {∆ω} with densities ϕ and ϕ′ in F+β , for almost
every ω, we have
|(F nω )∗(λω)− (F nω )∗(λ′ω)| ≤ C
∞∑
i=0
κi(λω × λ′ω)({Ti,ω ≤ n < Ti+1,ω}).
We also have the theorem of matching past joint return times.
Theorem 3.1.2. (Matching, past joint return times)
There exist constants C > 0, 0 < κ < 1, such that for each pair λ, λ′ of absolutely
continuous probability measures on {∆ω} with densities ϕ and ϕ′ in F+β , for almost
every ω, we have




κi(λσ−nω × λ′σ−nω)({Ti,σ−nω ≤ n < Ti+1,σ−nω}).
3.2 Proof
To prove these, we use the same method in Lemmas 3 and 4 in [36].
Let ξˆ1,ω denote the partition of ∆ω×∆ω with elements being rectangles, on which
Tω is a constant and Fˆω = (Fω ×Fω)Tω is a bijection onto ∆σTωω,0×∆σTωω,0. Define
the separation time sˆ(·, ·) as follows: For each w, z ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω,
sˆω(w, z) = min{n ≥ 0 : Fˆ nw and Fˆ nz lie in distinct elements of ξˆ1,σTn,ωω}.
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For simplicity, we write sˆ(x, y) = sˆω(z, w) for short.
Let Φω =
d(λω×λ′ω)
d(m×m) . Then we have





| ≤ CFˆβ sˆ(Fˆ
n(w)),Fˆn(z))
where CFˆ can be taken to be 2CF ;
(2). For any Jω ∈ Zω, any w, z ∈ Jω with Φ(w) > 0,
| log Φω(w)
Φω(z)
| ≤ CΦˆβ sˆ(w,z)
where CΦ = Cϕ + Cϕ′.
Proof. Let w = (x, x′), z = (y, y′), and let k be s.t. Fˆ nω = (Fω × Fω)k. Then∣∣ log JFˆ nω (w)
JFˆ nω (z)
∣∣ ≤ ∣∣ log JFˆ nω (x, x′)
JFˆ nω (y, x
′)
∣∣+ ∣∣ log JFˆ nω (y, x′)















≤ CFβs(Fkωx,Fkωy) + CFβs(Fkωx′,Fkωy′)
≤ 2CFβ sˆ(Fˆn(w)),Fˆn(z)).
The second assertion is proved similarly.
Let ξˆn,ω denote the partition of ∆ω × ∆ω into rectangles Γ on which Tn,ω is
constant and (Fω×Fω)Tn,ω maps Γ injectively onto ∆σTn,ωω,0×∆σTn,ωω,0. In order to
simplify Fˆ i∗Φω, we want to find a decreasing sequence of densities {Φˆi,ω} such that
for all Γ ∈ ξˆi,ω,
pi∗Fˆ i∗((Φˆi−1,ω − Φˆi,ω)(m×m)|Γ) = pi′∗Fˆ i∗((Φˆi−1,ω − Φˆi,ω)(m×m)|Γ) (3.2.1)
That is to say, Φˆi|Γ is the density of the part of (λω × λ′ω)|Γ that has not yet been
“matched” after time Tn,ω. The Φˆi,ω’s are defined as follows.
Let ε > 0 be a small number to be determined later; ε will depend on Fω but not
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on Φω. Let i1 = i1(Φω) be s.t. CΦβ
i1 < CFˆ . For i < i1, let Φˆi,ω ≡ Φω; that is, no








] · JFˆ i(z).
It is easy to check that {Φˆi,ω} has property(3.2.1) above. So it is sufficient to proving
the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2.2. For all sufficiently small ε > 0, ∃0 < κ < 1 independent of Φω s.t.
for all i ≥ i1,
Φˆi,ω ≤ κΦˆi−1,ω
To prove this lemma, it suffices to show that if ε is chosen sufficiently small, then










To prove this distortion estimate, it is more convenient to work directly with the
densities of the pushed forward measures corresponding to the Φˆi,ω’s. We introduce










, εi,ω(z) = ε · min
w∈ξˆi,ω
Ψi,ω(w), Ψˆi,ω(z) = Ψi,ω(z)− εi,ω(z)
Lemma (3.2.3) follows immediately from next lemma.
Lemma 3.2.3. There exists Cˆ such that the following holds for all sufficiently small
ε: ∀w, z ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω with ω ∈ ξˆi,ω(z) and ∀i ≥ i1,∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψˆi,ω(w)Ψˆi,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cˆβ sˆ(Fˆ iωw,Fˆ iωz)
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Proof. We break the argument up into several steps.








∣∣∣∣∣+ CFˆβ sˆ(Fˆ iωw,Fˆ iωz).
(2) Let ε′ > 0 be given and fixed. It is obvious that if ε > 0 is sufficiently small and
is allowed to depend on i, w and z. Then∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψˆi,ω(w)Ψˆi,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + ε′)
∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψi,ω(w)Ψi,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣.
We make the dependence of the various quantities in this relation more transparent
for use in a later step. Writing εi = εi,ω(z) = εi,ω(w), we have∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψˆi,ω(w)Ψˆi,ω(z) − log Ψi,ω(w)Ψi,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψi,ω(w)− εiΨi,ω(w) Ψi,ω(z)Ψi,ω(z)− εi
∣∣∣∣∣
≤









∣∣∣∣∣ · 11− εi
Ψi,ω(z)
≤ C1ε · C2
∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψi,ω(w)Ψi,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣ · 11− ε.
Choosing ε small enough so that
C1C2
ε
1− ε ≤ ε
′,
we obtain the desired result. Note the dependencies of C1 and C2 above. Assuming
that ε < 1/4, the quantity ∗ in | log(1 + ∗)| above is ≥ −1/3, so C1 does not depend
on anything. Observe, however, that C2 increases as Ψi,ω(w)/Ψi,ω(z) increases; and
the larger C2, the smaller ε will have to be.
(3) Letting ε′ be given and assuming that ε is sufficiently small as required, we
combine (1) and (2) to obtain the recursive relation∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψˆi,ω(w)Ψˆi,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + ε′)
{∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψˆi−1,ω(w)Ψˆi−1,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣+ CFˆβ sˆ(Fˆ iωw,Fˆ iωz)
}
.
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Also ∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψˆi1,ω(w)Ψˆi1,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + ε′)
{∣∣∣∣∣ log Φω(w)Φω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣ log JFˆ i1(z)JFˆ i1(w)
∣∣∣∣∣
}
≤ (1 + ε′){CΦβ sˆ(w,z) + CFˆβ sˆ(Fˆ
i1w,Fˆ i1z)}
≤ (1 + ε′) · 2CFˆβ sˆ(Fˆ
i1w,Fˆ i1z)
by the choice of i1.
(4) It follows from (3) and the relation sˆ(Fˆ i−jw, Fˆ i−jz) = sˆ(Fˆ iw, Fˆ iz) + j that∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψˆi,ω(w)Ψˆi,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + ε′)CFˆβ sˆ(Fˆ iωw,Fˆ iωz){1 + (1 + ε′)β + ...
+ (1 + ε′)i−i1−1βi−i1−1 + 2(1 + ε′)i−i1βi−i1}
≤ Cˆβ sˆ(Fˆ iωw,Fˆ iωz)
where Cˆ := 2(1 + ε′)CFˆ
∑∞
j=0[(1 + ε
′)β]j provided ε′ is chosen small enough that
(1 + ε′)β < 1.
(5) In this final step we observe that ε can in fact be chosen independent of i, w or
z. To see this, let ε > 0 be small enough that the estimate in (4) holds for all i < j
for some j for all w, z with w ∈ ξˆi,ω(z). Then by (1),∣∣∣∣∣ log Ψj,ω(w)Ψj,ω(z)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cˆ + CFˆ ,
which puts Ψj,ω(w)/Ψj,ω(z) ∈ [e−(Cˆ+CFˆ ), eCˆ+CFˆ ] . This in turn imposes an upper




1− ε ≤ ε
′,
the estimates in (3), and hence in (4), will hold i = j.
Proposition 3.2.4. For all n ∈ Z+,




κj−i1+1(λω × λ′ω)({Tj,ω ≤ n < Tj+1,ω}).
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Proof. The densities Φˆi,ω are those of the total measures remaining in the system
after i iterates of Fˆω. We must now bring these estimates back to “real time”. Let
Φ0,ω, Φ1,ω, Φ2,ω,... be defined as follows: For z ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω, let
ΦTi,ω(z),ω(z) = Φˆi,ω(z),
Φn,ω(z) = ΦTi,ω(z),ω(z) for Ti,ω < n < Ti+1,ω.
Claim: |(F nω )∗(λω)− (F nω )∗(λ′)ω| ≤ 2
∫
Φn,ωd(m×m).
To see this, write Φω = Φn,ω +
∑n
k=1(Φk−1,ω − Φk,ω), we have
|(F nω )∗(λω)− (F nω )∗(λ′)ω| = |pi∗(Fω × Fω)n∗ (Φω(m×m))− pi′∗(Fω × Fω)n∗ (Φω(m×m))|




|(pi∗ − pi′∗)[(Fω × Fω)n∗ ((Φk−1,ω − Φk,ω)(m×m))]|.





k,ω = {z ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : k = Ti,ω(z)}. Clearly, Aik,ω is a union




k,ω = ∅. We observe that for Γ ∈ ξˆi,ω|Aik,ω,
Φk−1,ω − Φk,ω = Φˆi−1,ω − Φˆi,ω; whereas on (∆ω × ∆ω) − Ak,ω, Φk−1,ω ≡ Φk,ω. we
therefore have for each k,

















∗(Fω × Fω)Ti,ω∗ ((Φˆi−1,ω − Φˆi,ω)(m×m|Γ))
=pi′∗(Fω × Fω)n∗ ((Φk−1,ω − Φk,ω)(m×m)).
The second equality above use Equation(3.2.1), which along with Lemma(3.2.3) are
the two main properties of Φˆi,ω, This completes the proof of the claim.
















Φω = (λω × λ′ω){n < Ti1,ω}









Note that the inequality also holds when i1 changes to any larger integer.
We can rewrite (3.2.4) as follow:
|(F nω )∗(λω)− (F nω )∗(λ′ω)| ≤ C
∞∑
i=0
κi(λω × λ′ω)({Ti,ω ≤ n < Ti+1,ω})
Here C and κ are depended on β and CΦˆ and CFˆ . Thus we have proved Theorem
3.1.1. Theorem 3.1.2 also holds by changing ω to σ−nω.
Chapter4
3 types of decay
Decay of correlations can be deduced from joint return times while joint return times
depends on recurrence times. In this chapter, we introduce 3 kinds of recurrence
time tails, and get some estimates in each case which will be used later.
We denote P = νZ ×m, P = νZ ×m ×m. The following 3 types of recurrence
time tails are useful.
1. Exponential (ET R): There exists 0 < θ < 1, such that
P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(θn).
2. Stretched exponential (SET R): There exist 0 < θ < 1, 0 < α < 1, such that
P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(θnα).
3. Polynomial (PT R): There exists D > 4, such that
P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O( 1
nD
).
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The following hold when θ < θ′ < 1, p > 1.∑
k≥n













Remember that ∆ =
⋃
ω∈Ω{ω} ×∆ω and we have proved that P(∆) <∞ hold
for 3 kinds of recurrence time tails. We will show that P(∆′) is finite in next section.
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holds for any θ < θ′ < 1. See more detail in Section(6.1).
4.2 Estimates on P({τ1 > a})
In this section, we compute P({τ1 > a}) for any integer a. First we need the estimate
on P({(ω, x, x′) ∈∆′ : R(ω, x) > a}).
P


















































For exponential case, we have
P
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For stretched-exponential case, for any θ < θ0 < θ
′ < 1, we have
P


































For polynomial case, since p > 4 > 2, we have
P






































Since τ1(ω, x, x
′) = Rl0(ω, x), we have
P
({(ω, x, x′) : τ1 > a}) ≤ l0∑
i=1
P









({(ω, x, x′) : Ri(ω, x)−Ri−1(ω, x) > a
l0
})
Now we consider P
({(ω, x, x′) : Ri(ω, x) − Ri−1(ω, x) > al0}) when i ≥ 2. By
bounded distortion axiom(2.1.3), for any l ∈ Z+, we have
m({x ∈ ∆ω : Ri−1(ω, x) = l, R(σlω, F lω(x)) > al0})
m({x ∈ ∆ω : Ri−1 = l}) ≤ C





By Axiom(1.0), {x ∈ ∆ : R(σlω, x) > a
l0
} is only depended by {ωj}j≥l while
{x ∈ ∆ω : Ri−1 = l} is only depended by {ωj}j<l and ∆ω is only depended by
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{ωj}j<0. Then we have
P































Cm({x ∈ ∆ω : Ri−1 = l})m(∆ω)dνZ
∫
Ω









m({x ∈ ∆ : R(ω, x) > a
l0
})dνZ
=CP({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > a
l0
}).
For exponential case, let θ′ = θ
1
l0 , we have
P
({(ω, x, x′) : τ1 > a}) ≤ l0∑
i=1
P














l0 + (l0 − 1)Cθ
a
l0 < Cθ′a.




({(ω, x, x′) : τ1 > a}) ≤ l0∑
i=1
P
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For polynomial case,
P
({(ω, x, x′) : τ1 > a}) ≤ l0∑
i=1
P


























Decay of correlations with exponential
tails of return times
In Chapter 3, we relate i.i.d. mixing rates to the tails of return times. There are
still two things to be done.
• Deduce P({T > n}) from P({R > n})
• Estimate C(f)ω,ϕ,ψ(n) and C(p)ω,ϕ,ψ(n).
In this chapter, we consider the exponential case: there exists 0 < θ < 1, such
that
P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(θn). (5.0.1)
We also assume that Kω has an exponential tail
νZ({Kω > n}) = O(θn). (5.0.2)
Here is the main theorem in this section.
Theorem 5.0.1. (Future decay of correlations)
Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and conditions 5.0.1-5.0.2.
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Then there are constants C > 0, 0 < θ˜ < 1, a random variable n : Ω˜→ Z+ defined
on a set Ω˜ of full measure with
νZ{(n(ω) > n)} ≤ Cθ˜n,
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ , for each n > n(ω),∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψωdm∣∣ ≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜n.
And we also have the theorem of past decay.
Theorem 5.0.2. (Past decay of correlations)
Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and conditions 5.0.1-5.0.2.
Then there are constants C > 0, 0 < θ˜ < 1, a random variable n : Ω˜→ Z+ defined
on a set Ω˜ of full measure with
νZ{(n(ω) > n)} ≤ Cθ˜n,
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ , for each n > n(ω),∣∣ ∫ ϕω ◦ F nσ−nω · ψσ−nωdm− ∫ ϕωdµω ∫ ψσ−nωdm∣∣ ≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜n.
5.1 Estimate on joint return times T
For any small constant 0 < δ < 1, we have
P({T > n}) =
∑
i≤[δn]
P({T > n, τi−1 ≤ n < τi}) +
∑
i>[δn]




P({τi−1 ≤ n < τi}) + P({T > n ≥ τ[δn]})
≤ P({τ[δn] > n}) + P({T > τ[δn]}).
We first give an estimate on P({T > τn}) in general case. Then we turn back to
P({T > n}) in exponential case.
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5.1.1 Estimate on P({T > τn})
The following proposition will be useful in all cases.
Proposition 5.1.1. Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5. If
the tails of return times are exponential (ET R), stretched exponential (SET R) or
polynomial (PT R), then there exist constants C > 0, 0 < κ2 < 1, such that
P({T > τn}) < Cκn2 .
Before proving this proposition, we need the following propositions.
Proposition 5.1.2. There exists a constant C > 0, such that for almost every ω,
all A ⊂ ∆, n ∈ Z+, we have
m(A) ≤ Cm(F nω (A)).





Proof. Fix ω, denote Bi = A ∩ (F nω )−1∆σnω ,i, i = 0, 1, ..., n. Consider
F n−iω : Bi → ∆.
By bounded distortion, we have
m(Bi)















m(F nω (Bi)) = Cm(F
n
ω (A)).
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The following proposition shows the scale of maximal set with fixed τi. This
proposition is essential to estimate joint return time T , in both Proposition 5.1.1
and Proposition 5.1.4.
Proposition 5.1.3. For any fixed increasing positive integer series {ai}∞i=1, for any
n ∈ N, let Xn = {(ω, x, x′) ∈
⋃




m({x ∈ ∆ω : Rl0(ω, x) = n})dνZ. Then there is a constant C, such that
P(Xn) ≤
√√√√CnP({τ1 = a1}) n∏
i=2
γ(ai − ai−1). (5.1.1)
Proof. Denote Xωn = {(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : (ω, x, x′) ∈ Xn}.
If n > 1, by bounded distortion, we have
m×m(Xωn )
m×m(Xωn−1)
≤ Cm({x ∈ ∆ : Rl0(σ
an−1ω, F
an−1−an−2
σan−2ω x) = an − an−1})
m(∆)
.
Since {x ∈ ∆ : Rl0(σan−1ω, F an−1−an−2σan−2ω x) = an−an−1} is depended by {ωj}an−2≤j<an
while Xωn−2 ⊃ Xωn−1 is depended by {ωj}j<an−2 . Since R(ω, x) is a stopping time, by























m({x ∈ ∆ω : Rl0(ω, x) = an − an−1})dνZ.
By induction, we have
P(Xn) ≤ Cγ(an − an−1)P(Xn−2) ≤ C2γ(an − an−1)γ(an−2 − an−3)P(Xn−4)
≤
C
n/2γ(an − an−1)γ(an−2 − an−3) . . . γ(a2 − a1)P(X0) if n is even;
C(n−1)/2γ(an − an−1)γ(an−2 − an−3) . . . γ(a3 − a2)P({τ1 = a1}) if n is odd.
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√√√√CnP({τ1 = a1}) n∏
i=2
γ(ai − ai−1).
Proof of Proposition 5.1.1. We consider a set
Bn(K, c) = {(ω, x, x′) ∈
⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} ×∆ω ×∆ω : #{1 ≤ i ≤ n : τi − τi−1 > K} > cn}.
K, c are constants to be decided later. First we will prove that if K is large enough,
and 0 < C < 1 is close to 1 sufficiently, then P(Bn(K, c)) is exponential small with
exponent n. Outside this set, we also have a good estimate on P({T > τn}).
For any increasing positive integer series {ti}i∈Z+ with t1 ≥ 2.
Denote s = #{i : ti ≤ n}. Consider set
Bn(K; t1, ..., ts) = {(ω, x, x′) : τti − τti−1 > K; i = 1, ..., s}.































Since polynomial tails of return times (PT R) have the slowest decay, we only need
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γ(m) tends to 0 as K
















P(Bn(K, c)) = P({(ω, x, x′) ∈
⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} ×∆ω ×∆ω : #{1 ≤ i ≤ n : τi − τi−1 > K} > cn})
≤ P({(ω, x, x′) ∈
⋃
ω∈Ω















Last inequality holds by Stirling’s formula. ε(c) tends to 0 as c tends to 1. We
choose K sufficiently large, such C3α(K) < 1, and also let c > 1/2 close to 1, such




ε(c)C3/2αc(K) ≤ eε(c)(C3α(K)) 12 < 1.
Let
Aωk (α1, α2, ..., αn) = {(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T (ω, x, x′) > τk, τi = αi, i = 1, ..., n}.
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If Aωk (α1, α2, ..., αn) * Bωn (K, c), then
#{1 ≤ i < n : αi − αi−1 > K} < (1− c)n.
For every αi − αi−1 ≤ K, we have






σαi−1ω ) ≤ 1− ε′.
Here ε′ = min{ε(l) : l0 ≤ l ≤ K}/C. Then
Pε({T > τn} \Bn(K, c)) ≤ (1− ε′)(1−c)n.
Let κ2 = max{κ1, (1− ε′)(1−c)}, the we have Pε({T > τn}) ≤ 2κn2 .
5.1.2 Estimate on P({τ[δn] > n})
Proposition 5.1.4. There exist constants 0 < θ0 < 1, C > 0, such that
P({T > n}) ≤ Cθn0 .
Proof. By Proposition 5.1.1,
P({T > n}) ≤ P({τ[δn] > n}) + P({T > τ[δn]}) ≤ P({τ[δn] > n}) + 2κδn2 .
It is sufficient to consider P({τ[δn] > n}).
Fix an increasing nonnegative integer series {ai}∞i=1, for any integer n, let
Xn = {(ω, x, x′) ∈∆ : τi = ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
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CC [δn]θ′n/2 ≤ [δn]eε(δ)nCC [δn]θ′n/2
≤ Cδn(eε(δ)Cδθ′1/2)n




 eε(δ)n, ε(δ)→ 0 as δ → 0.
Choose δ sufficiently small such that eε(δ)Cδθ′1/2 < 1. For any θ1 ∈ (eε(δ)Cδθ′1/2, 1),
we have P({τ[δn] > n}) ≤ Cθn1 .
We turn back to joint return time T . Let θ0 = max{θ1, κδ2}. Then
P({T > n}) ≤ P({τ[δn] > n}) + P({T > τ[δn]}) ≤ Cθn1 + 2κδn2 ≤ Cθn0 .
5.2 Decay of correlations
In this part, we first deduce the matching |(F nω )∗λ − (F nω )∗λ′| from P({T > n}).
Then we get the estimates for both future and past decay of correlations.
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5.2.1 Random matching
For any 0 < δ < 1 to be determined, by Theorem 3.1.1, there exists 0 < κ < 1
independent of ω, such that for any pair λ, λ′ of absolutely continuous probability
measures on {∆ω} with densities ϕ and ϕ′ in F+β , we have












≤C(λω × λ′ω)({T[δn],ω > n}) + Cκδn.
So it is sufficient to compute (λω × λ′ω)({T[δn],ω > n}). Similarly to before, we
want to deduce the almost sure result from P({T[δn] > n}). We rewrite this as
P({Tn > Kn}), δ and K are determined later.
First we need the following lemma which will also be used in stretched exponen-
tial and polynomial cases.
Lemma 5.2.1. There exists a constant C > 0, such that for every m, k, l ∈ N,
P({Tk+1 = m+ l}|{Tk = m}) ≤ CP({T = l}).
Proof. Recall the partition ξˆk,ω of ∆ω ×∆ω with elements are maximal subsets on
which (Fω × Fω)k is a bijection and Ti,ω(x, x′) are constants for 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Then
{Tk,ω = m} is a union of some elements of ξˆk,ω. For each Γ ∈ ξˆk,ω with Tk,ω = m,
(Fω×Fω)m is a bijection from Γ to ∆×∆ with bounded distortion. Since (Fω×Fω)m
maps Γ ∩ {Tk+1,ω = m+ l} onto {(x, x′) ∈ ∆×∆ : T (σmω, x, x′) = l}. By bounded
distortion, we have
m({(x, x′) ∈ Γ : Tk+1,ω(x, x′) = m+ l})
m(Γ)
≤ C1m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆×∆ : T (σmω, x, x′) = l}).
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Sum Γ together, we have








m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆×∆ : T (σmω, x, x′) = l})
≤C1m({Tk,ω = m})m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆×∆ : T (σmω, x, x′) = l}).
Integrate ω over Ω,
P({Tk = m,Tk+1 = m+ l}) =
∫
Ω











m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆×∆ : T (σmω, x, x′) = l})dνZ
≤C1P({Tk = m})P({T = l}).
The last second equality holds since {(x, x′) ∈ ∆ ×∆ : T (σmω, x, x′) = l} depends
on {ωi}m≤i<m+l while {Tk,ω = m} depends on {ωi}i<m.
By this lemma and the estimate on T : P({T > n}) < Cθn0 , we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.2.2. There exist a constant 0 < θ1 < 1, a sufficiently large K, a
constant C > 0, such that
P({Tn > Kn}) ≤ Cθn1 .
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Proof.
P({Tn > Kn}) =
n∑
i=1




















P({Tj − Tj−1 = kj})
)



































)  eε(K)Kn. ε(K)→ 0 as K →∞. Then





CnθKn0 ≤ n(eε(K)KCθK0 )n.




P({Tn > Kn}) = O(θn1 ).
In the above part, we get P({Tn > Kn}) ≤ Cθn1 . We turn back to the case on
each ω. Let θ2 = θ
1/2
1 ,
Ω˜n = {ω : m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : Tn,ω(x, x′) > Kn}) > Cθn2}.
















n1(ω) := min{i : ω ∈
⋂
n≥i(Ω\Ω˜n)} is almost surely well defined and is measurable
on Ω. For all n ≥ n1(ω), we have ω ∈ Ω\Ω˜n, so
m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : Tn,ω(x, x′) > Kn}) ≤ Cθn2 .
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Moreover, for any ω ∈ {n1(ω) > n}, there exists n′ ≥ n such that ω ∈ Ω˜n′ , therefore







Proposition 5.2.3. There exist constants C > 0, 0 < θ3 < 1, and a random
variable n2(ω) defined on a full set Ω1 ⊂ Ω, such that for any n > n2(ω),












νZ({n2(ω) > n}) = O(θn3 ).
Proof. Choose δ < 1
K
, for each n > n2(ω) :=
n1(ω)+1
δ
, we have [δn] > n1(ω). Then
m×m({T[δn],ω > n}) ≤ m×m({T[δn],ω > K[δn]}) ≤ Cθδn2 .
Thus for any 1 > θ3 ≥ max{κδ, θδ2},
|(F nω )∗(λω)− (F nω )∗(λ′ω)|



































νZ({n2(ω) > n}) ≤ νZ({n1(ω) > δn− 1}) ≤ θ
δn−1
2
1− θ2 = O(θ
n
3 ).
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5.2.2 Future random correlations
In this section we prove Theorem 5.0.1 directly from Proposition 5.2.3.
Proof of Theorem 5.0.1. First assume that ψ ∈ F+β
⋂LK∞, let λω = (∫ ψωdm)−1ψωm.








∣∣(F nω )∗λω − (F nω )∗µω∣∣
≤
∫








ψωdm ‖ϕ‖L∞Kσnω CC (
∫
ψωdm)
−1 sup |ψω| θn3
≤CKωKσnω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θn3 .
Since νZ({Kσnω > n}) = νZ({Kω > n}) is exponential small, we can also define
n(ω) = min{n ≥ n2(ω) : Kσlω ≤ l, ∀l ≥ n}
on a full measure set Ω2. Then
νZ({n(ω) > n}) ≤ νZ({n2(ω) > n}) +
∑
l≥n
νZ({Kσlω > l}) ≤ Cθn3 .
Thus for n ≥ n(ω), for any 1 > θ˜ > θ3,∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψωdm∣∣
≤CKωKσnω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θn3 ≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F nθn3
≤CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜n.
(5.2.1)
For nonnegative real-valued ψ ∈ FKβ , let ψ˜ω = ψω + (Cψ + 1)Kω, for x, y ∈ Jω,
here Jω is an element of natural partition of ∆ω, we have∣∣ ψ˜(x)
ψ˜(y)
− 1∣∣ = ∣∣ ψ˜(x)− ψ˜(y)
ψ˜(y)
∣∣ ≤ ∣∣ψ(x)− ψ(y)Kω ∣∣ ≤ Cψθsω(x,y).
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So ψ˜ω belongs to F+β
⋂LK∞. Apply the above estimate (5.2.1) to ψ˜:∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψ˜ωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψ˜ωdm ≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜n.
Since (Cψ + 1)Kω is a constant on ∆ω, we have similar estimate for ψ,∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψ˜ωdm ≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜n.
General real-valued functions can be decomposed into positive and negative parts.
Complex-valued functions can be decomposed int real and imaginary parts.
The following is another form of Theorem 5.0.1.
Corollary 5.2.4. Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and con-
ditions 5.0.1-5.0.2. Then there are constants 0 < θ˜0 < 1, a set Ω˜ of full measure
and a function C : Ω˜→ R+ with
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = O(θ˜n0 )
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ ,∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψωdm∣∣ ≤ C(ω)‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜n0 .
Proof. Let
C(ω) = Cθ˜n/2−n(ω)Kω max
m≤n(ω)
Kσmω.
Then the inequality in corollary holds for any θ˜0 ≥ θ˜1/2. It is sufficient to estimate
νZ({C(ω) > n}).
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = νZ({Cθ˜n/2−n(ω)Kω max
m≤n(ω)
Kσmω > n})
≤νZ({θ˜−n(ω) > θ˜−n/6}) + νZ({Kω > nθ˜−n/6/C}) + νZ({ max
m≤n(ω)
Kσmω > θ˜−n/6})









Since θ˜ > θ3, the corollary holds by choosing θ˜0 = θ˜
1/6.
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5.2.3 Past random correlations
In this section, we consider the past random correlations. The almost proof is
following the same way as future random correlations do.
Proposition 5.2.5. There exist constants C > 0, 0 < θ4 < 1, and a random
variable n3(ω) defined on a full set Ω2 ⊂ Ω, such that for any n > n3(ω),












νZ({n3(ω) > n}) ≤ Cθn4 .
Proof. For some constant 0 < δ < 1 , we divide the matching to two parts.












≤C(λσ−nω × λ′σ−nω)({T[δn],σ−nω > n}) + Cκδn.
It is sufficient to estimate (λσ−nω × λ′σ−nω)({T[δn],σ−nω > n}).
In Proposition 5.2.2, we get P({Tn > Kn}) ≤ Cθn1 . Then for any δ < 1K ,
P({T[δn] > n}) ≤ P({T[δn] > K[δn]}) ≤ Cθδn1
We turn back to the case on each ω. Let θ2 = θ
δ/2
1 ,
Ωˆn = {ω : m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T[δn],σ−nω(x, x′) > n}) > Cθn2}.
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n3(ω) := min{i : ω ∈
⋂
n≥i(Ω\Ωˆn)} is almost surely well defined and is measurable
on Ω. For all n ≥ n3(ω), we have ω ∈ Ω\Ωˆn, so
m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T[δn],σ−nω(x, x′) > n}) ≤ Cθn2 .
Moreover, for any ω ∈ {n3(ω) > n}, there exists n′ ≥ n such that ω ∈ Ωˆn′ ,
therefore







Thus for any θ4 ≥ max{κδ, θ2}, n > n3(ω), we have
|(F nσ−nω)∗(λσ−nω)− (F nσ−nω)∗(λ′σ−nω)|


































Moreover νZ({n3(ω) > n}) = O(θn4 ). Proposition has been proved.
The main theorem 5.0.2 directly follows Proposition 5.2.5.
Proof of Theorem 5.0.2. First assume that ψ ∈ F+β
⋂LK∞, let λω = (∫ ψωdm)−1ψωm.








∣∣(F nσ−nω)∗(λσ−nω)− (F nσ−nω)∗(λ′σ−nω)∣∣
≤
∫








ψσ−nωdm ‖ϕ‖L∞Kω CC (
∫
ψσ−nωdm)
−1 sup |ψσ−nω| θn4
≤CKωKσ−nω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θn4
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Since νZ({Kσ−nω > n}) = νZ({Kω > n}) is exponential small, we can also define
n(ω) = min{n ≥ n3(ω) : Kσ−lω ≤ l, ∀l ≥ n}
on a full measure set Ω2. Then
νZ({n(ω) > n}) ≤ νZ({n2(ω) > n}) +
∑
l≥n
νZ({Kσlω > l}) ≤ Cθn3 .
Thus for n ≥ n(ω), for any 1 > θ˜ > θ3,∣∣ ∫ ϕω ◦ F nσ−nω · ψσ−nωdm− ∫ ϕωdµω ∫ ψσ−nωdm∣∣ ≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜n.
For nonnegative real-valued ψ ∈ FKβ , let ψ˜ω = ψω + (Cψ + 1)Kω, for x, y ∈ Jω,
here Jω is an element of natural partition of ∆ω, we have∣∣ ψ˜(x)
ψ˜(y)
− 1∣∣ = ∣∣ ψ˜(x)− ψ˜(y)
ψ˜(y)
∣∣ ≤ ∣∣ψ(x)− ψ(y)Kω ∣∣ ≤ Cψθsω(x,y).
So ψ˜ω belongs to F+β
⋂LK∞. The theorem holds for (ϕ, ψ˜) thus holds for (ϕ, ψ).
The following is another form of Theorem 5.0.2. Proof is almost the same as
Corollary 5.2.4.
Corollary 5.2.6. Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and con-
ditions 5.0.1-5.0.2, there are constants 0 < θ˜1 < 1, a set Ω˜ of full measure, a function
C : Ω˜→ R+ with
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = O(θ˜n1 )
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ ,∣∣ ∫ ϕω ◦ F nσ−nω · ψσ−nωdm− ∫ ϕωdµω ∫ ψσ−nωdm∣∣ ≤ C(ω)‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜n1 .
Proof. Choose
C(ω) = Cθ˜n/2−n(ω)Kω max
m≤n(ω)
Kσ−mω.
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Then the inequality in corollary holds for any θ˜1 ≥ θ˜1/2. It is sufficient to estimate
νZ({C(ω) > n}).
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = νZ({Cθ˜n/2−n(ω)Kω max
m≤n(ω)
Kσ−mω > n})
≤νZ({θ˜−n(ω) > θ˜−n/6}) + νZ({Kω > nθ˜−n/6/C}) + νZ({ max
m≤n(ω)
Kσ−mω > θ˜−n/6})









Since θ˜ > θ3, the corollary holds by choosing θ˜1 = θ˜
1/6.
Chapter6
Decay of correlations with stretched
exponential tails of returns
In this section, we consider the stretched exponential case (SET R): there exist
0 < θ < 1, 0 < α < 1, such that
P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(θnα). (6.0.1)
We also assume that Kω has an stretched exponential tail.
νZ({Kω > n}) = O(θnα). (6.0.2)
Here is the main theorem in this section.
Theorem 6.0.1. (Future decay of correlations)
Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and conditions 6.0.1-6.0.2.
Then there are constants C > 0, 0 < θ˜ < 1, 0 < α˜ < 1, a random variable
n : Ω˜→ Z+ defined on a set Ω˜ of full measure with
νZ{(n(ω) > n)} ≤ Cθ˜nα˜ ,
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ , for each n > n(ω),∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψωdm∣∣ ≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜nα˜ .
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And we also have the theorem of past decay.
Theorem 6.0.2. (Past decay of correlations)
Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and conditions 6.0.1-6.0.2.
Then there are constants C > 0, 0 < θ˜ < 1, 0 < α˜ < 1, a random variable
n : Ω˜→ Z+ defined on a set Ω˜ of full measure with
νZ{(n(ω) > n)} ≤ Cθ˜nα˜ ,
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ , for each n > n(ω),∣∣ ∫ ϕω ◦ F nσ−nω · ψσ−nωdm− ∫ ϕωdµω ∫ ψσ−nωdm∣∣ ≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θ˜nα˜ .
6.1 Some computation on stretched exponential
functions
We need the following computing on stretched exponential functions.




α ≤ θ(x+y)α .













α logn), ε(δ)→ 0 as δ → 0.




α ≤ e(xα+yα) log θ ≤ e(x+y)α log θ = θ(x+y)α .
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n1−α − δ )
n(n1−α − δ)δnα
(δδ)−nα(1 + δ






(δδ)−nαeδnαn(1−α)δnα = (δ−δeδn(1−α)δ)nα  nε(δ)nα .
6.2 Estimates on joint return times
Proposition 6.2.1. For any 0 < α′ < α, there exist constant C > 0, 0 < θ0 < 1,
such that
P({T > n}) ≤ Cθnα′0 .
Proof. For small δ to be determined later, by Proposition 5.1.1, we have
P({T > n}) ≤ P({T > τ[δnα′ ]}) + P({τ[δnα′ ] > n}) ≤ Cκδn
α′
2 + P({τ[δnα′ ] > n}).
We consider P({τ[δnα′ ] > n}).
For any fixed increasing positive integer series {ai}mi=1, let
Xm = Xm(a1, a2, ..., am) = {(ω, x, x′); τ(ω, x, x′) = ai, 0 ≤ i ≤ m}.
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Then by Proposition 5.1.3 and section(4.2) with θ′′ > θ1/l0 , let θ1 = θ′′1/2, we have



























)1/2 ≤ Cnθaαn1 .
Then we have











































Choose δ sufficiently small such that eε(δ)Cδθ1 < 1. For any θ2 ∈ (eε(δ)Cδθ1, 1),
we have P({τ[δn] > n}) ≤ Cθnα2 .
We turn back to joint return time T . Let θ0 = max{θ2, κδ2}. Then








For any pair λ, λ′ of absolutely continuous probability measures on {∆ω} with
densities ϕ and ϕ′ in F+β , by Theorem 3.1.1, for any 0 < α′′ < α′, and small δ to be
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determined later, we have
















To get (λω × λ′ω)({T[δnα′′ ],ω > n}), we consider P({T[δnα′′ ],ω > n}).
Proposition 6.2.2. For any 0 < α′′ < α′ < α, 1 > θ1 > θ0 , there exists constant
C > 0, such that





] by m, by Lemma 5.2.1, we have
P({Tm > n}) =
m∑
l=1




























































0 = θ0 < 1,
we can choose δ sufficiently small such that θ1 = e
ε(δ)Cδθ
(1−δ)
0 < 1. Then we have
P({T[δnα′′ ] > n}) ≤ Cθn
α′
1 .
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6.3 Decay of correlations
Let θ2 = θ
1/2
1 , let























has a full measure. Then n1(ω) = min{i : ω ∈
⋂
n≥i(Ω\Ω˜n)} is almost surely well
defined and is measurable. For all n > n1(ω), we have ω ∈ Ω\Ω˜n. Then
m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T[δnα′′ ],ω > n}) ≤ Cθn
α′
2 .
Moreover, for any ω ∈ {n1(ω) > n}, there exists an n′ ≥ n such that ω ∈ Ω˜n′ ,
therefore











for any 1 > θ3 > θ2. Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6.3.1. There exist constants C > 0, 0 < θ3 < 1, and a random
variable n1(ω) defined on a full set Ω1 ⊂ Ω, such that for any n > n1(ω),












νZ({n1(ω) > n}) = O(θnα
′
3 ).
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Proof. For any n > n1(ω), 1 > θ3 > max{κδ, θ2}, we have
|(F nω )∗(λω)− (F nω )∗(λ′ω)|





































We use this proposition to prove Theorem 6.0.1.
Proof of Theorem 6.0.1. Similar to Theorem 5.0.1, it is sufficient to consider ψ ∈
F+β
⋂LKω∞ . Let λω = (∫ ψωdm)−1ψωm. Apply Proposition 6.3.1 to λω and µω, we








∣∣(F nω )∗λω − (F nω )∗µω∣∣
≤
∫








ψωdm ‖ϕ‖L∞Kσnω CC (
∫
ψωdm)






Since νZ({Kσnω > n}) = νZ({Kω > n}) = O(θnα) is stretched exponential small, we
can also define
n(ω) = min{n ≥ n1(ω) : Kσlω ≤ l, ∀l ≥ n}
on a full measure set Ω˜. Then








α ≤ Cθnα′′3 .
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Last inequality holds since θ3 > θ.
Thus for n ≥ n(ω), for any 1 > θ˜ > θ3, α˜ = α′′,∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψωdm∣∣
≤CKωKσnω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θn
α′′







The future decay of correlations can also be written in the following way.
Corollary 6.3.2. Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and con-
ditions 6.0.1-6.0.2. Then there are constants 0 < θ˜0 < 1, 0 < α˜ < 1, a set Ω˜ of full
measure and a function C : Ω˜→ R+ with
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = O(θ˜nα˜0 )






Then the inequality in corollary holds for any θ˜0 ≥ θ˜1/2. It is sufficient to estimate
νZ({C(ω) > n}).
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = νZ({Cθ˜nα˜/2−n(ω)α˜Kω max
m≤n(ω)
Kσmω > n})
≤νZ({θ˜−n(ω)α˜ > θ˜−nα˜/6}) + νZ({Kω > nθ˜−nα˜/6/C}) + νZ({ max
m≤n(ω)
Kσmω > θ˜−nα˜/6})












Since θ˜ > θ3, the corollary holds by choosing θ˜0 = θ˜
1/6.
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The past decay of correlations are almost the same as future decay. The following
proposition will be essential to prove Theorem 6.0.2
Proposition 6.3.3. There exist constants C > 0, 0 < θ4 < 1, and a random
variable n2(ω) defined on a full set Ω2 ∈ Ω, such that for any n > n2(ω),












νZ({n2(ω) > n}) = O(θnα
′
4 ).
Proof. By Proposition 6.2.2, we have P({T[δnα′′ ] > n}) ≤ Cθnα
′
1 . Let θ2 = θ
1/2
1 ,
Ωˆn = {ω : m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T[δnα′′ ],σ−nω(x, x′) > Kn}) > Cθn2}.


















n2(ω) := min{i : ω ∈
⋂
n≥i(Ω\Ωˆn)} is almost surely well defined and is measurable
on Ω. For all n ≥ n2(ω), we have ω ∈ Ω\Ωˆn, so
m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T[δnα′′ ],σ−nω(x, x′) > n}) ≤ Cθn
α′
2 .
Moreover, for any ω ∈ {n2(ω) > n}, there exists n′ ≥ n such that ω ∈ Ωˆn′ ,
therefore








By Formula 6.2.1, for any n > n2(ω), θ4 > max{κδ, θ2}, we have
|(F nσ−nω)∗(λσ−nω)− (F nσ−nω)∗(λ′σ−nω)|
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Moreover νZ({n2(ω) > n}) = O(θnα
′
4 ).
We use this proposition to prove Theorem 6.0.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.0.2. Similar to Theorem 5.0.1, It is sufficient to consider ψ ∈
F+β
⋂LKω∞ . let λω = (∫ ψωdm)−1ψωm. Apply Proposition 6.3.1 to λω and µω, we
have for any n > n2(ω),








∣∣(F nσ−nω)∗λσ−nω − (F nσ−nω)∗µσ−nω∣∣
≤
∫








ψσ−nωdm ‖ϕ‖L∞Kω CC (
∫
ψσ−nωdm)






Since νZ({Kσ−nω > n}) = νZ({Kω > n}) = O(θnα) is stretched exponential small,
we can also define
n(ω) = min{n ≥ n2(ω) : Kσlω ≤ l, ∀l ≥ n}
on a full measure set Ω˜. Then








α ≤ Cθnα′′4 .
Last inequality holds since θ4 > θ.
Thus for n ≥ n(ω), for any 1 > θ˜ > θ4, α˜ = α′′,∣∣ ∫ ϕω ◦ F nσ−nω · ψσ−nωdm− ∫ ϕωdµω ∫ ψσ−nωdm∣∣
≤CKωKσ−nω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F θn
α′′
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And another form of past decay.
Corollary 6.3.4. Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and con-
ditions 6.0.1-6.0.2. Then there are constants v > 1, 0 < θ˜1 < 1, 0 < α˜ < 1, a set Ω˜
of full measure and a function C : Ω˜→ R+ with
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = O(θ˜nα˜1 )






Then the inequality in corollary holds for any θ˜1 ≥ θ˜1/2. It is sufficient to estimate
νZ({C(ω) > n}).
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = νZ({Cθ˜nα˜/2−n(ω)α˜Kω max
m≤n(ω)
Kσ−mω > n})
≤νZ({θ˜−n(ω)α˜ > θ˜−nα˜/6}) + νZ({Kω > nθ˜−nα˜/6/C}) + νZ({ max
m≤n(ω)
Kσ−mω > θ˜−nα˜/6})

















Decay of correlations with polynomial tails
of return times
In this section, we consider the polynomial case (PT R): there exists a constant
D > 4, such that
P({(ω, x) ∈ Ω×∆ : R(ω, x) > n}) = O(n−D). (7.0.1)
We also assume that Kω has an polynomial tail
νZ({Kω > n}) = O(n−D). (7.0.2)
Here is the main theorem in this section.
Theorem 7.0.1. (Future decay of correlations)
Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and conditions 7.0.1-7.0.2.
Then there are constants C > 0, D1, D2 > 0 with D1 + D2 < D − 4, a random
variable n : Ω˜→ Z+ defined on a set Ω˜ of full measure with
νZ{(n(ω) > n)} ≤ Cn−D2 ,
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ , for each n > n(ω),∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψωdm∣∣ ≤ CKωKσnω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F n−(D1+1)
≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F n−D1 .
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And we also have the theorem of past decay.
Theorem 7.0.2. (Past decay of correlations)
Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and conditions 7.0.1-7.0.2.
Then there are constants C > 0, D1, D2 > 0 with D1 + D2 < D − 4, a random
variable n : Ω˜→ Z+ defined on a set Ω˜ of full measure with
νZ{(n(ω) > n)} ≤ Cn−D2 ,
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ , for each n > n(ω),∣∣ ∫ ϕω ◦ F nσ−nω · ψσ−nωdm− ∫ ϕωdµω ∫ ψσ−nωdm∣∣ ≤ CKωKσ−nω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F n−(D1+1)
≤ CKω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F n−D1 .
7.1 Estimates on joint return times
Proposition 7.1.1. For any 0 < D′ < D− 2, there exist constant C > 0, such that
P({T > n}) ≤ Cn−D′ .
Proof. For any 0 < α < 0 to be determined later, by Proposition 5.1.1, we have
P({T > n}) ≤ P({T > τnα}) + P({τnα > n}) ≤ Cκnα2 + P({τnα > n}).
Write m = nα, we consider P({τnα > n}).
P({τm > n}) ≤
m∑
k=1








P({min{i : τi − τi−1 > n
m
} = k}).
In section(4.2), We have
P({τ1 > n
m
}) ≤ C( n
m
)−(D−2) = Cn−(1−α)(D−2).
Then we consider P({min{i : τi − τi−1 > nm} = k}) when k ≥ 2.
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For any fixed increasing positive integer series {ai}i∈Z+ , for any positive integer
l, let
Xl = Xl(a1, a2, ..., al) = {(ω, x, x′) : τi = ai, 0 ≤ i ≤ l}.




m({x ∈ ∆ω : Rl0(ω, x) = al − al−1})dνZ.
Moreover,
P









Since ak−1 − ak−2 ≤ nm , for any k ≥ 2, we have















Xk−2(a1, a2, ..., ak−2)
) ∫
Ω












Xk−2(a1, a2, ..., ak−2)
) ∫
Ω














































P({min{i : τi − τi−1 > n
m
} = k})
≤Cn−(1−α)(D−2) + nαCn−(1−α)(D−1) ≤ Cn−(1−α)(D−2).
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For any 0 < D′ < D − 2, by choosing 0 < α < D−D′−2
D−2 , we have
P
({τnα > n}) ≤ Cn−(1−α)(D−2) ≤ Cn−D′ .
Then we get an estimate for joint return time in polynomial case.
P({T > n}) ≤ P({T > τnα}) + P({τnα > n})
≤ Cκnα2 + Cn−D
′ ≤ Cn−D′ .
Corollary 7.1.2. For any 0 < D′ < D− 2, there exist constants C and sufficiently
small 0 < α < 1, such that
P({T[nα] > n}) ≤ Cn−D′ .
Proof. For any D′ < D′′ < D − 2, by Proposition 7.2.1,
P({T > n}) ≤ Cn−D′′ .
By Lemma 5.2.1, we have
P({T[nα] > n}) ≤
nα∑
i=1









By choosing 0 < α < D
′′−D′
D′′+1 , we have
P({T[nα] > n}) ≤ Cn−D′ .
7.2 Decay of correlations
For any pair λ, λ′ of absolutely continuous probability measures on {∆ω} with
densities ϕ and ϕ′ in F+β , by Theorem 3.1.1, for any 0 < α < 1 to be determined
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later, we have




κi(λω × λ′ω)({Ti,ω ≤ n < Ti+1,ω})
≤C(λω × λ′ω)({T[nα],ω > n}) + Cκn
α
.
For any 1 < D0 < D
′ − 1. Define
Ω˜n = {ω : m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T[nα],ω > n}) > n−D0}.















full measure. Therefore n1(ω) = min{i : ω ∈
⋂
n≥i(Ω\Ω˜n)} is well defined and is
measurable. For all n > n1(ω), we have ω ∈ Ω\Ω˜n. Then
m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T[nα],ω > n}) ≤ n−D0 .
In another hand, let D2 = D
′ − D0 − 1, for any ω ∈ {n1(ω) > n}, there exists
an n′ ≥ n such that ω ∈ Ω˜n′ . Then







′−D0) ≤ Cn−D2 .
Proposition 7.2.1. There exist a constant C > 0, a random variable n1(ω) defined
on a full set Ω1 ⊂ Ω, such that for any n > n1(ω),












νZ({n1(ω) > n}) = O(n−D2).
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Proof. For any n > n1(ω), we have
|(F nω )∗(λω)− (F nω )∗(λ′ω)|



































We turn back to Theorem 7.0.1.
Proof of Theorem 7.0.1. Similar to Theorem 5.0.1, First we assume ψ ∈ F+β
⋂LKω∞ ,
let λω = (
∫
ψωdm)
−1ψωm. Apply Proposition 7.2.1 to λω and µω, we have for any








∣∣(F nω )∗λω − (F nω )∗µω∣∣
≤
∫








ψωdm ‖ϕ‖L∞Kσnω CC (
∫
ψωdm)
−1 sup |ψω| n−D0
≤CKωKσnω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F n−D0 .
Since νZ({Kσnω > n}) = νZ({Kω > n}) = O(n−p) is polynomial small, we can also
define
n(ω) = min{n ≥ n1(ω) : Kσlω ≤ l, ∀l ≥ n}
on a full measure set Ω˜. Then




≤ Cn−D2 + C
∑
l≥n
n−p ≤ Cn−D2 .
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Thus for any n ≥ n(ω), let D1 = D0 − 1, we have∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψωdm∣∣




D1 +D2 ≤ (D0 − 1) + (D′ −D0 − 1) = D′ − 2 < D − 4.
The future decay of correlations can also be written in the following way.
Corollary 7.2.2. Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and con-
ditions 7.0.1-7.0.2. Then for any 0 < D1 < D − 4, there are constant v > 0, a set
Ω˜ of full measure and a function C : Ω˜→ R+ with
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = O(n−v),
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ ,∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψωdm∣∣ ≤ C(ω)‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F n−D1 .
Proof. Let
C(ω) = Cn(ω)D1Kω max
m≤n(ω)
Kσmω.
It is sufficient to estimate νZ({C(ω) > n}). For any positive numbers a, b, c to be
decided later with a+ b+ c = 1, we have
νZ({C(ω) > n})
≤νZ({n(ω)D1 > na}) + νZ({Kω > nb}) + νZ({ max
m≤n(ω)
Kσmω > nc})




≤Cn−aD2/D1 + Cn−bp + Cn−D2 + n · Cn−cp ≤ Cn−v.
Last inequality holds by choosing a = b = 1
4
, c = 1
2
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The past decay of correlations are almost the same as future decay. We list some
results. The main results is Theorem(6.0.2)
Proposition 7.2.3. There exist constants C > 0, D1, D2 > 0 with D1 +D2 < D−4,
and a random variable n2(ω) defined on a full set Ω2 ∈ Ω, such that for any n >
n2(ω),












νZ({n2(ω) > n}) = O(n−D2).
Proof. For any 1 < D0 < D
′ − 1. Define
Ωˆn = {ω : m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T[nα],σ−nω > n}) > n−D0}.






n≥i Ωˆn) = 0. Moreover n2(ω) = min{i : ω ∈
⋂
n≥i(Ω\Ωˆn)} is almost
surely well defined and is measurable. For all n > n2(ω), we have ω ∈ Ω\Ωˆn. Then
m×m({(x, x′) ∈ ∆ω ×∆ω : T[nα],σ−nω > n}) ≤ n−D0 .
Let D2 = D
′ − D0 − 1, for any ω ∈ {n2(ω) > n}, there exists an n′ ≥ n such
that ω ∈ Ω˜n′ . Then







′−D0) ≤ Cn−D2 .
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For any n > n2(ω), by Theorem 3.1.2, we have




κi(λσ−nω × λ′σ−nω)({Ti,σ−nω ≤ n < Ti+1,σ−nω})



































We turn back to Theorem 7.0.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.0.2. Similar to Theorem 5.0.1, it is sufficient to check when
ψ ∈ F+β
⋂LKω∞ , let λω = (∫ ψωdm)−1ψωm. Apply Proposition 7.2.3 to λω and µω,








∣∣(F nσ−nω)∗λσ−nω − (F nσ−nω)∗µσ−nω∣∣
≤
∫








ψσ−nωdm ‖ϕ‖L∞Kω CC (
∫
ψσ−nωdm)
−1 sup |ψσ−nω| n−D0
≤CKωKσ−nω‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F n−D0 .
Since νZ({Kσnω > n}) = νZ({Kω > n}) = O(n−p) is polynomial small, we can also
define
n(ω) = min{n ≥ n2(ω) : Kσlω ≤ l, ∀l ≥ n}
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on a full measure set Ω˜. Then




≤ Cn−D2 + C
∑
l≥n
n−p ≤ Cn−D2 .
Thus for any n ≥ n(ω), let D1 = D0 − 1, we have∣∣ ∫ ϕσnω ◦ F nω · ψωdm− ∫ ϕσnωdµσnω ∫ ψωdm∣∣




D1 +D2 ≤ (D0 − 1) + (D′′ −D0 − 1) = D′′ − 2 < D − 4.
And another form of past decay.
Corollary 7.2.4. Suppose {Fω : ∆ω → ∆σω} satisfies Axioms 2.1.1-2.1.5 and con-
ditions 6.0.1-6.0.2. Then for any 0 < D1 < D − 4, there are constant v > 0, a set
Ω˜ of full measure and a function C : Ω˜→ R+ with
νZ({C(ω) > n}) = O(n−v)
such that, for each ϕ ∈ LK∞, ψ ∈ FKβ ,∣∣ ∫ ϕω ◦ F nσ−nω · ψσ−nωdm− ∫ ϕωdµω ∫ ψσ−nωdm∣∣ ≤ C(ω)‖ϕ‖L∞‖ψ‖F n−D1 .
Proof. Let
C(ω) = Cn(ω)D1Kω max
m≤n(ω)
Kσ−mω.
It is sufficient to estimate νZ({C(ω) > n}). For any positive numbers a, b, c to be
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decided later with a+ b+ c = 1, we have
νZ({C(ω) > n})
≤νZ({n(ω)D1 > na}) + νZ({Kω > nb}) + νZ({ max
m≤n(ω)
Kσ−mω > nc})




≤Cn−aD2/D1 + Cn−bp + Cn−D2 + n · Cn−cp ≤ Cn−v.
Last inequality holds by choosing a = b = 1
4
, c = 1
2











In this chapter, we apply our main theorem to non-uniformly expanding maps with
random perturbations.
We construct two random systems which induce Random Markov Maps with
polynomial and exponential tails of return times. Then by our main theorem, these
2 systems respectively have polynomial and exponential decay of correlations.
8.1 Preliminary
8.1.1 Settings and theorems
We say f is an S-unimodal map, if f has only one critical point and its Schwarzian
derivative Sf = f
′′′




A one-parameter family {ft : I → I}t∈[−1,1] with S-unimodal maps which have
only hyperbolic repelling periodic points is called admissible if the following con-
ditions hold:
(i) |∂tF (t, x)| ≤ 1 for any x ∈ I, t ∈ [−1, 1], where F (t, x) = ft(x).
(ii) the maps ft, t ∈ [−1, 1], have the same critical point c = 0, which is non-flat
with the same order, i.e. there exist constants ` > 1, δ˜0 > 0, and O2 > O1 > 0,
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such that for any x ∈ I, t ∈ [−1, 1],
|x| < δ˜0 =⇒ O1|x|`−1 ≤ |Dft(x)| ≤ O2|x|`−1.
(iii) there exists a constant C > 0 such that for any x, y ∈ I, t ∈ [−1, 1], we have
2|x− y| < |x| =⇒ ∣∣ log |Dft(x)||Dft(y)| ∣∣ ≤ C∣∣x− yx ∣∣;
Denote Ω = [−1, 1]Z, Ωε = [−ε, ε]Z with product normalized Lebesgue mea-
sures νZ and νZε respectively. (Ωε, ν
Z
ε ) can be naturally embedded into (Ω, ν˜
Z
ε ) with
supp{ν˜ε} = [−ε, ε] and ν˜ε|[−ε,ε] = νε. Denote Pε = νZε ×m. For any ω ∈ Ωε, we can
naturally define fω(x) = fω0(x),
fnω = fωn−1 ◦ fωn−2 ◦ ... ◦ fω1 ◦ fω0 .
We call {fω}ω∈Ω admissible when {ft}t∈[−1,1] is admissible.
Denote Bδ(x) = (x − δ, x + δ), let B˜(δ) denote the connected component of
f−1(Bδ(f(0)) containing 0.
We need the following topological property in order to get random exactness.
Definition 8.1.1. (Topologically mixing)
f is called topologically mixing on a interval J , if for any non-empty open sets
U, V ⊂ J , there exists n0 ∈ Z+, such that for any n ≥ n0, fn(U) ∩ V 6= ∅.
Let v = f(0) be the image of critical point 0. The following conditions are
essential to study invariant probability measure which is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure (acip).

















With Summability condition of exponent 1, we construct a random system with
polynomial decay of correlations. The proof is given in Chapter 8.2.
Theorem 8.1.2. Suppose f is an S-unimodal map satisfying the Summability con-
dition of exponent 1, f is topologically mixing on [f 2(0), f(0)] or [f(0), f 2(0)], and
{fω}ω∈Ω is an admissible family with f0 = f . Then for any constant p > 0 and
sufficiently small constant δ, there exist constants ε0, C > 0, such that for any
0 < ε < ε0, (I,Ωε, ν
Z
ε ) induces a Random Markov Map in ∆ = B˜(δ) with inducing
time R : ∆× I → Z+ ∪ {∞}. Moreover,
νZε ×m({(ω, x) : R(ω, x) > n}) ≤ Cn−p.
Therefore (I,Ωε, ν
Z
ε ) has polynomial decay of correlations.
The following assumption has close relationship with Collet-Eckmann condition
while qδ is some kind of depth function:
qδ(x) = qδ(ω, x) = inf{q ∈ N : |Dfω(x)|d(x, C(fω)) ≥ e−qδ},
see detail in Chapter 8.3.
Assumption 8.1.3. Given a small constant c > 0, for any small δ, there exist






ω(x)) > cn}) ≤ C(δ)e−γ(δ)n.
With Collet-Eckmann condition and Assumption 8.1.3, we construct a random
system with exponential decay of correlations. The proof is given in Chapter 8.3.
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Theorem 8.1.4. Suppose f is an S-unimodal map satisfying Collet-Eckmann condi-
tion with critical point c = 0; f is topologically mixing on [f 2(0), f(0)] or [f(0), f 2(0)];
{fω}ω∈Ω is an admissible family with f0 = f ; and suppose Assumption 8.1.3 holds.
Then for sufficiently small constant δ, there exist constants ε0, C, λ > 0, such that
for any 0 < ε < ε0, (I,Ωε, ν
Z
ε ) induces a Random Markov Map in ∆ = B(δ) with
inducing time R : ∆× I → Z+ ∪ {∞}. Moreover,
νZε ×m({(ω, x) : R(ω, x) > n}) ≤ Ce−λn.
Therefore (I,Ωε, ν
Z
ε ) has exponential decay of correlations.
8.1.2 Outside lemma
In this section, we introduce some useful estimates on derivatives of non-uniformly
expanding maps with random perturbations.
The following proposition is a random version of Man˜e´ theorem which is proved
in [29] (Proposition 2.7).
Proposition 8.1.5. Suppose f is an S-unimodal map with critical point c = 0,
{fω}ω∈Ω is an admissible family with f0 = f . Then for any neighbourhood U of
critical point c = 0, there exist K > 1, η > 0 and ε(U) > 0, such that for any
0 < ε < ε(U), the following hold.
• For x ∈ I and n ≥ 1, if f jω(x) /∈ U for all 0 ≤ j < n, then
|Dfnω (x)| ≥ K−1eηn.
• For any ω ∈ Ωε and n ≥ 1,
m({x ∈ I : f jω(x) /∈ U for 0 ≤ j < n}) ≤ Ke−ηn.
For any x ∈ B˜(δ), by admissible condition, for any ω,




|x|` ≤ |fω(x)− fω(0)| ≤ O2
`
|x|`.









|Dfω(x)| ≥ O1|x|`−1 ≥ O1`
O2
D(f(x)).
The following lemma from [29] (Theorem 2.1) [20] and [7], shows the lower bounds
on the growth of derivatives along random obits.
Lemma 8.1.6. Suppose f is an S-unimodal map satisfying summability condition
of exponent 1 with critical point c = 0, {fω}ω∈Ω is an admissible family with f0 = f .




Λ(ε) =∞ and lim
ε→0
α(ε) = 0,
such that for each x ∈ I, ω ∈ Ω, the following hold.
(1) If f jω(x) /∈ B˜(ε) for j = 0, 1, ..., n− 1, then
|Dfnω (x)| ≥ AD(ε)eε
a(ε)n
(2) If f jω(x) /∈ B˜(ε) for j = 0, 1, ..., n− 1, fnω (x) ∈ B˜(2ε), then
|Dfnω (x)| ≥ Aeε
a(ε)n






Moreover, if f ∈ CE, εα(ε) can be replaced by a positive constant κ independent of ε.
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8.2 Polynomial tails of inducing times
Suppose f : I → I satisfies summability condition of exponent 1. In this section,
we induce Markov maps with polynomial tails of inducing times.
To prove Theorem 8.1.2, we first introduce θ-good return times in Chapter 8.2.1,
which will be chosen as the return times. In Chapter 8.2.2, we choose a subinterval
with some certain θ-good return times as inducing times. By construction, we will
show the polynomial tails of inducing times to finish the proof.
8.2.1 θ-good return times
In order to control the distortion of iterates of random perturbation of f , we shall
use the well-known ”telescope” technique. For interval maps with non-flat critical
points, the following notation, appearing in [8, 31], is natural to consider.
For x ∈ I, ω ∈ Ωε and n ≥ 1, let


















N (ϕ|J) = sup
J ′
Dist(ϕ|J ′) |J ||J ′| ,
where the supremum is taken over all subintervals J ′ of J .
To study bounded distortion, we need the following lemma which is essentially
proved in [31][29].
Lemma 8.2.1. Suppose f is an S-unimodal map with critical point c = 0, {fω}ω∈Ω
is an admissible family with f0 = f . Then there exists a constant θ0 > 0 such that
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we have that for each m ≤ n, fmω |J is a diffeomorphism with N (fmω |J) ≤ 1/2.
Moreover, for each y ∈ J , we have
e−1A(x, ω, n) ≤ A(y, fω, n) ≤ eA(x, ω, n);
We define θ-good return times as follow.
Definition 8.2.2. (θ-good return time)
We say that an integer s ≥ 1 is a θ-good return of (ω, x) into B˜(δ) if f sω(x) ∈ B˜(δ)
and
θ|Df sω(x)| > A(x, ω, s)m(B˜(δ)).
Direct from Lemma 8.2.1, we have the following property.
Proposition 8.2.3. (Markov)








If ∂I ∪ Jωx,n 6= ∅ and s ≥ 1 is a θ-good return of (ω, x) into B˜(δ), then
B˜(δ) ⊂ f sω(Jωx,n).
Proof. For any y ∈ Jωx,n, by Lemma 8.2.1, we have Dfnω (y) ≥ e−1/2Dfnω (x). Denote
J+ = [x, x+ eθ
A(x,ω,n)




+)) ≥ e−1/2Dfnω (x)m(J+)
≥e−1/2θ−1A(x, ω, s)m(B˜(δ)) eθ
A(x, ω, n)
≥ m(B˜(δ))
Similarly, we have m(f sω(J
−)) ≥ m(B˜(δ)).
Since fnω (x) ∈ B˜(δ), then B˜(δ) ⊂ f sω(Jωx,n).
We will use intervals {(f sω)−1(B˜(δ)) ∩ Jωx,s} to construct a induced Markov map
in Chapter 8.2.2. Here are some properties of θ-good return times.
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ω x) into B˜(δ) for any 1 ≤ s′ < s.




ω x)||Df s′ω (x)| and










































So s− s′ is a θ-good return of (f s′ω x, σs′ω) into B˜(δ).
Denote the first θ-good return and first return as follows.
hθδ(ω, x) = inf{s ≥ 1 : s is a θ-good return time of (ω, x) into B˜(δ)},
rδ(ω, x) = inf{s ≥ 1 : f sω(x) ∈ B˜(δ)}.
Then we have the following lemma which is Lemma(6.1) in [29].
Lemma 8.2.5. Given θ > 0, there exists δ1 > 0 such that for each δ, ε < δ1,
x ∈ I \ B˜(δ) and ω ∈ Ωε, we have hθδ(ω, x) = rδ(ω, x).
The following theorem proved in [29](Theorem 2.2’) shows the key estimates on
θ-good return times.
Theorem 8.2.6. For any constants θ > 0, D ≥ 1, for sufficiently small δ, there
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By Theorem 8.2.6, we can see for any 0 < θ < 1, D > 0, there exists small
constants 0 < δ, ε < 1, such that
Pε({(ω, x) : hθδ(ω, x) > n}) ≤ Cn−D.
Moreover by continuity of fω, any (ω, x) ∈ Ωε × I has infinite θ-good return times.
8.2.2 Construction
In this section, we use intervals {(f sω)−1(B˜(δ))∩Jωx,s} to construct a induced random
Markov map.
For any sufficiently small δ, θ, ε, any ω ∈ Ωε, we denote
U(ω; θ, δ) = {(f sω)−1(B˜(δ)) ∩ Jωx,s : s ∈ Z+ is a θ-good return of (ω, x) into B˜(δ)};
Denote Uω(x, k) = (f
k
ω)
−1(B˜(δ))∩Jωx,k ∈ U(ω; θ, δ). We call k Uω(x, k)’s inducing
time, call x Uω(x, k)’s center. Notice that U may have more than 1 centers.
In the next two propositions, we compare the scale of two intervals in U with
different inducing times. We consider the images of θ-good return maps to B˜(δ).
Proposition 8.2.7. For any constant α0 > 0, there exist δ1, θ1 > 0, such that for
any 0 < δ < δ1, 0 < θ < θ1, U ∈ U , if U ∩ B˜(2δ) 6= ∅, then m(U) ≤ α0m(B˜(δ)).




Since U ∩ B˜(2δ) 6= ∅, for any δ < δ0/2 (see admissible condition), we have
















Then the proposition holds by choosing θ sufficiently small and δ1 = δ0/2.
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For any interval J = B(x0, r0), for any α, we denote
(1 + α)J = B(x0, (1 + α)r0).
Proposition 8.2.8. For any 0 < α1 < 1, there exists constants δ1, θ1 > 0, such
that for any 0 < δ < δ1, 0 < θ < θ1, any U1, U2 ∈ U with inducing times i1 < i2, if




m(U1) and U2 ⊂ (1 + α1)U1.
Proof. Consider the map f i1ω . Since ∂I ∩ U1 = ∅, we have
f i1ω (U1) = B˜(δ).
By Lemma 8.2.1, f i1ω has bounded distortion on both U1 and U2. More precisely,
since U1 ∩ U2 6= ∅, f i1ω has bounded distortion on U1 ∪ U2 with








Since U1 ∩ U2 6= ∅, we have f i1ω (U2) ∩ B˜(δ) 6= ∅.
By Proposition 8.2.7, there exist δ1, θ1, such that for any ε, δ < δ1, θ < θ1,







m(U1). Moreover, since U1 is an interval and U1 ∩ U2 6= ∅, we
have
U2 ⊂ (1 + α1)U1.
Before constructing the induced map. We need the following proposition which
is needed for Axiom 2.1.5.
Denote 0 = {. . . , 0, 0, 0, . . .}. Then fn0 = fn.
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Proposition 8.2.9. Suppose f is an S-unimodal map with critical point c = 0,
{fω}ω∈Ω is an admissible family with f0 = f . Then there exist 4 points {x1, x2, x3, x4} ⊂
B˜(δ) with θ-good return times {t1, t2, t3, t4} of (0, x), such that g.c.d.(ti) = 1. More-
over, there exists sufficiently small constant ε1, such that for all ω ∈ Ωε1, Uω(xi, ti)
are pairwise disjoint and contained in B˜(δ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose f increases on [−1, 0] while decreases
on [0, 1]. Since f is contained in an admissible family, f has no attracting fixed
points. Then f(0) > 0. There exists at least one fixed point on [f 2(0), f(0)]. Let p
be a fixed point on [f 2(0), f(0)].
Consider B˜(δ), U1 = (p−2δ, p−δ), U2 = (p+δ, p+2δ). By topologically mixing,
there exist integer n1, n2, such that for any n ≥ n1, fn(B˜(δ)) ∩ U1 6= ∅; for any
n ≥ n2, fn(B˜(δ)) ∩ U2 6= ∅. Choose m ≥ max{n1, n2}, since B˜(δ) is connected, we
have B(p, δ) ⊂ fm(B˜(δ)).
Since f(p) = p ∈ B(p, δ). By continuity, we have m(f−1(B(p, δ)) ∩B(p, δ)) > 0.
By Proposition 8.1.5, almost every point have return times to B˜(δ). Then there
exists an interval J ⊂ f−1(B(p, δ)) ∩ B(p, δ) with first return r to B˜(δ), on which
the return map f r|J is injective.
By Theorem 8.2.6, almost each point has θ-good return times. Moreover, almost
each point has infinite θ-good return times. Since (J ∪f(J)) ⊂ B(p, δ) ⊂ fm(B˜(δ)),
there exist points x1 ∈ f−m(J) ∩ B˜(δ), x2 ∈ f−m(f(J)) ∩ B˜(δ) with θ-good re-
turn times t1, t2. Let x3 = f
m+r(x1), x4 = f
m+r−1(x2), then x3, x4 ∈ B˜(δ). Let
x1, x2, x3, x4 be 4 different points by choosing
x1 ∈ f−m(J) ∩ {x ∈ B˜(δ) : fm+r(x) 6= x};
x2 ∈ f−m(f(J)) ∩ {x ∈ B˜(δ) : fm+r−1(x) 6= x} \ {x1, fm+r(x1)}.
We choose t1 −m− r > 0, t2 −m− r + 1 > 0. By Proposition 8.2.4, x3, x4 has
θ-good return times t1 −m− r, t2 −m− r + 1. Then
g.c.d.(ti) = g.c.d.(t1, t2, t1 −m− r, t2 −m− r + 1) = g.c.d.(m+ r,m+ r − 1) = 1.
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Thus we find different points with great common divisor 1 of its θ-good return times.
By Theorem 8.2.6, any (ω, x) has infinite θ-good return times. By Proposition






We can choose t1, t2 sufficiently large, such that {U(xi, ti), i = 1, 2, 3, 4} are pairwise
disjoint and contained in B˜(δ). Moreover, there is a constant 0 < ε1 < 1 such that
for any ω ∈ Ωε, ti is θ-return time of (ω, x) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and {m(Uω(xi, ti)), i =
1, 2, 3, 4} are pairwise disjoint and contained in B˜(δ). Proposition is proved.
Fix ω, we denote (ω, x)’s i-th θ-good return by mi(x), let




We construct partition Z˜ω in following way.
U0(ω) = {U(xi, ti) : i = 1, 2, 3, 4};
U1(ω) = {(fω)−1(B˜(δ)) ∩ Jωx,1 : x ∈ I; 1 is a θ-good return of (ω, x) into B˜(δ);(
(fkω)
−1(B˜(δ)) ∩ Jωx,k
) ∩ (U0 ∪ ∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ)) = ∅};









Uk(ω) = {(fkω)−1(B˜(δ)) ∩ Jωx,k : x ∈ I; k is a θ-good return of (ω, x) into B˜(δ);(
(fkω)
−1(B˜(δ)) ∩ Jωx,k
) ∩ ( ⋃
j<k
Uj ∪ ∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ)
)
= ∅}.





On each element of Uk, when k > 0, k is naturally a Markov inducing time. U0 is
a bit different, we use it to make sure the mixing property. For any chosen interval
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U ∈ B˜(δ) with inducing time i, f iω is an expanding bijective C3 map with bounded
distortion. Since the chosen U does not intersect ∂B˜(δ), Zω = Z˜ω|B˜(δ) is naturally
a partition on B˜(δ). It is sufficiently to show the polynomial tail of inducing time.







)→ 0 as n→ 0.
Moreover, we will show νZε ×m
(
I \⋃k≤n Uk(ω)) is polynomial small in this section.
We write Uk = Uk(ω), Uk = Uk(ω), U(x,m) = Uω(x,m) for simplicity.
Let p(x;n) = max{i : mi(x) ≤ n}, we write p for short. Then mp is (ω, x)’s
largest θ-good return which is not larger than n.
If x /∈ ⋃k≤n Uk, for each i ≤ p, mi ≤ n, either
U(x,mi) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ)) 6= ∅,
or there exist q < mi, Uq ∈ Uq such that
Uq ∩ U(x,mi) 6= ∅.
We define two increasing series {pi(x;n)}s(x;n)i=1 and {qi(x;n)}s(x;n)i=1 in the following
way.
q1(x;n) = min{1 ≤ q ≤ n : Uq ∩ U(x,mj) 6= ∅ for some 1 ≤ j ≤ p(x;n)};
p1(x;n) = max{1 ≤ j ≤ p(x;n) : U(x,mj) ∩Uq1(x;n) 6= ∅};
q2(x;n) = min{1 ≤ q ≤ n : Uq ∩ U(x,mj) 6= ∅ for some p1(x;n) < j ≤ p(x;n)}
p2(x;n) = max{1 ≤ j ≤ p(x;n) : U(x,mj) ∩Uq2(x;n) 6= ∅};
......
Until s(x;n) = max{j : pj(x;n) ≤ p(x;n)}. For any ps(x;n) < j ≤ p(x;n), U(x,mj)
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U(x,mj) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ)) 6= ∅.
By definition, we have qi(x;n) < mpi(x;n).
Denote bad set Xn = Xn(ω) = I\
⋃
k≤n Uk. For every s ∈ Z+, let
X(n, s) = {x ∈ Xn : s(x;n) = s}
be the corresponding bad sets.
Fix n ∈ Z+, x ∈ Xn, we write p = p(x;n), s = s(x;n), pi = pi(x;n), qi = qi(x;n)
for short. Let t0 = max{ti, i = 1, 2, 3, 4}. The following proposition deduced from
Proposition 8.2.8 will be used to prove the main theorem in this section.
Proposition 8.2.10. For any constant 0 < α2 < 1, there exists constants δ1, θ1 > 0,
such that for any 0 < δ < δ1, 0 < θ < θ1, any x ∈ Xn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s − 1, if U1 ∈ Uqi
with U1 ∩ U(x,mpi) 6= ∅, U2 ∈ Uqi+1 with U2 ∩ U(x,mpi+1) 6= ∅, if qi ≥ t0, then
U2 ⊂ (1 + α2)U1 \ U1.
Proof. Assume U(x,mpi) ∩ ∂I 6= ∅. Since U(x,mpi+1) ∩ U1 = ∅, U(x,mpi) ∩ U1 6= ∅,
then
U(x,mpi+1) ⊂ U(x,mpi) ⊂ (1 + α1)U1,
By the construction of Ui, we have U1 ∩ U2 = ∅. Moreover
U2 ⊂ U(x,mpi) ⊂ (1 + α1)U1,
Choose θ1 small such that if θ < θ1, Proposition 8.2.8 hold for α1 = α2.
Assume U(x,mpi) ∩ ∂I = ∅. By the construction, if qi ≥ t0, we have qi <
qi+1, qi < mpi < mpi+1 . Then by Proposition 8.2.8,









U(x,mpi+1) ⊂ (1 + α1)U(x,mpi) ⊂ (1 + α1 + α21/2)U1.
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Consider the map f qiω . f
qi
ω (U1) = B˜(δ). Since qi < mpi < mpi+1 , qi < qi+1,
by Lemma 8.2.1, f qiω has distortions on U1, U2, U(x,mpi), U(x,mpi+1) less than e
1/2.
Since U1 ∩U(x,mpi) 6= ∅, U(x,mpi)∩U(x,mpi+1) 6= ∅, U(x,mpi+1)∩U2 6= ∅, f iiω has
distortion on U1 ∪ U2 ∪ U(x,mpi) ∪ U(x,mpi+1) less than e2. Then we have
m(f qiω (U(x,mpi))) ≤
eα1
2




m(f qiω (U(x,mpi+1))) ≤
eα1
2





f qiω (U(x,mpi+1)) ⊂ (1 + eα1 + e2α21/2)B˜(δ).
Suppose U2 = U(x2, qi+1). Then f
qi
ω (U2) ⊂ Uσqiω(f qiω x2, qi+1 − qi).
Since U(x,mpi+1) ∩ U2 6= ∅, we have
Uσqiω(f
qi
ω x2, qi+1 − qi) ∩ (1 + eα1 + e2α21/2)B˜(δ) 6= ∅.
For sufficiently small α1,
(1 + eα1 + e
2α21/2)B˜(δ) ⊂ B˜(2δ).
By Proposition 8.2.7, for sufficiently small θ,
m(Uσqiω(f
qi
ω x2, qi+1 − qi)) ≤ α0m(B˜(δ)).












and Proposition 8.2.8 holds for sufficiently small α1 satisfying
(1 + eα1 + e
2α21/2)B˜(δ) ⊂ B˜(2δ).
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Let Xn = {(ω, x) : x ∈ Xn(ω)}. Then we have the following proposition which
is the main part of Theorem 8.1.2.
Proposition 8.2.11. (Polynomial tail of inducing time)
For any constant p ≥ 1 and sufficiently small constants θ, δ, there exists a constant
ε1, such that for any 0 < ε < ε1, ω ∈ Ωε, we have
Pε(Xn) ≤ Cn−D.
Proof. For some small constant γ to be determined later, we consider 2 cases.
Case 1. s ≥ nγ.
For any α0, α1, α2, we consider θ < min{ε0/e, θ1}, δ < δ1, ε < min{ε0, ε1}.
Fix s, we define
Vi = {V ∈ Uqi(x) for some x ∈ X(n, s) : V ∩ U(x,mpi(x)) 6= ∅}.
For each x ∈ X(n, s), by Proposition 8.2.8 there exists Vs ∈ Vs, such that
U(x,mps) ⊂ (1 + α1)Vs.
For each t0 ≤ j < s, Vj+1 ∈ Vj+1, by Proposition 8.2.10, there exists Vj ∈ Vj such
that
Vj+1 ⊂ (1 + α2)Vj.
Denote Vi =
⋃







Ui) < α1m(Vs) < α1 · α2m(Vs−1)
<α1α
2
2m(Vs−2) < ... < α1α
s−t0















Case 2. s < nγ.
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For any D ≥ 1, choose arbitrary D′ > D. By Theorem 8.2.6, for each θ,D′ and
sufficiently small δ, there exists ε0, for each 0 < ε < ε0,
Pε({(ω, x) : hθδ(ω, x) > n}) < n−D
′
.
Then for small γ,









′ ≤ en2γ−(1−2γ)D′ .
The first inequality holds because for any ω ∈ Ωε, k ∈ N, any integer series {ai},
set {x : mi(ω, x) = ai, i = 1, ..., k} is a union of several disjoint intervals. On each
interval, fkω has a bounded distortion e. Moreover we can choose γ sufficiently small
such that 2γ − (1− 2γ)D′ < −D. Let





Fix ω, for each x ∈ X(n, s) \Badnγ(ω) with s < nγ, we have p(x) ≥ n2γ.
For any mi, i ≤ p, either U(x,mi(x)) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ)) 6= ∅, or there exists an
interval Vj ∈ Uqj(x) with j ≤ s, qj < mi, such that U(x,mi(x)) ∩ Vj 6= ∅. Since
s ≤ nγ, p ≥ n2γ, there exists an increasing series {ki}ti=1 ⊂ {1, 2, ..., p(x)} with
t ≥ p/s ≥ nγ, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ t, either U(x,mki(x)) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ)) 6= ∅, or there is
an interval V˜ ∈ Vj for some j ≤ s, such that U(x,mki(x)) ∩ V˜ 6= ∅.
Case 2.1. If U(x,mki(x)) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ)) 6= ∅ holds for any 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Since
#(∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ)) = 4, there exist a point b ∈ (∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ)), a subsequence {k′i}t′i=1 ∈
{ki}ti=1 with t′ ≥ t/4, such that b ∈ U(x,mk′i(x)) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ t′.





(x))) ≤ ... ≤ αt′−11 m(U(x,mk′1(x))) ≤ αt
′−1
1
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Then
U(b,mkt′ (x)) ⊂ B(b, αt
′−1
1 ) ⊂ B(b, αt/4−11 ).
If b ∈ ∂I. Suppose l is (ω, x)’s first return to B˜(δ), we consider (σlω, f lω(x)).
Since {mk′i} are (ω, x)’s θ-good return times, by Proposition 8.2.4, {mk′i − l} are
(σlω, f lω(x))’s θ-good return times. Then by Proposition 8.2.8,
m(Uσlω(f
l
ω(x),mk′t′ (x)− l)) ≤ α1m(Uσlω(f
l
ω(x),mk′t′−1(x)− l)) ≤ ... ≤ α
t′−1
1



















Let A0 = min{α−11 , eα−11 A−1}, for any b ∈ ∂I ∪ ∂B˜(δ),
U(b,mkt(x)) ⊂ B(b, A0αt/41 ).
Case 2.2. There is an interval V˜ ∈ Vj for some j ≤ s, such that U(x,mki(x))∩
V˜ 6= ∅ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Let q′ be V˜ ’s inducing time. By construction, when j = 0,
q′ ≤ t0, when j > 0, q′ = qj. Since mki > qj, then either mki > q′ or q′ ≤ t0.
Therefore for any i ≥ t0, mki > q′.













Therefore U(x,mkt) ⊂ (1 + 2(α12 )n
γ−t0)V˜ .
If ∂I ∩ U(x,mki) 6= ∅ for some 1 ≤ i ≤ p′. We consider f q′ω . f q′ω (V˜ ) = B˜(δ).
By Proposition 8.2.4, mki − q′ is (σq′ω, f q′ω (x))’s θ-good return time for any i ≥ t0.
Moreover for i ≥ t0,
f q
′
ω (U(x,mki)) ⊂ Uσq′ω(f q
′
ω (x),mki − q′).
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By Proposition 8.2.7, for small δ,
m(Uσq′ω(f
q′
ω (x),mki − q′)) ≤ α0m(B˜(δ)).
So ∂I ∩ Uσq′ω(f q′ω (x),mki − q′) = ∅. By Proposition 8.2.8,
Uσq′ω(f
q′






















Therefor U(x,mkt) ⊂ (1 + 2eα0(α12 )n
γ−t0)V˜ for all U(x,mkt).
Then we have
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Now we show the construction procedure. For any D′ > D and small 0 <
α0, α1, α2 < 1, we choose θ < min{θ0/e, θ1}, with θ0 in Lemma 8.2.1 and θ1 satisfying
Proposition 8.2.7, Proposition 8.2.8 and Proposition 8.2.10. Then we choose δ < δ1
satisfying Theorem 8.2.6 for exponent D′, with δ1 in Proposition 8.2.7, Proposition
8.2.8 and Proposition 8.2.10. Choose ε < min{ε0, ε1} with ε0 in Theorem 8.2.6 for
exponent D′ and ε1 in Proposition 8.2.9. For such θ, δ, ε, we construct partitions
Z = {Zω}ω∈Ω, and induce a Markov map with polynomial tails of inducing time in
Proposition 8.2.11.
8.3 Exponential tails of inducing times
In this section, we consider f satisfying Assumption 8.1.3 and Collet-Eckmann con-
dition, by choosing some hyperbolic return, we will induce a Markov map with
exponential tail of inducing time.






ω(x)) ≥ cn}) ≤ C(δ)e−γ(δ)n.
Here qδ is a depth function refer to [20,29]. For any (ω, x) ∈ Ωε × I, define
qδ(x) = qδ(ω, x) = inf{q ∈ N : |Dfω(x)|d(x, C(fω)) ≥ e−qδ}
In our case, d(x, C(fω)) = |x|. |Dfω(x)| has a lower bound away from 0 when
x is outside a neighbourhood of the critical point c = 0. When x is close 0, by
admissibility condition, O1|x|l−1 ≤ |Df(x)| ≤ O2|x|l−1. Moreover
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l /e ≤ |x| < δ 1l ;
2 if δ
1




l /ek ≤ |x| < δ 1l /ek−1;
...
8.3.1 Hyperbolic return
We will choose hyperbolic return time as inducing time to construct the inducing
map. In this section, we define the hyperbolic return time and show some useful
properties.
Our definition of hyperbolic time comes from the following derivative estimate,
which shows that the derivative of the iteration is exponential large if the total depth
of the orbit is small.
Proposition 8.3.1. There exist c, C, λ > 0, and δ1 > 0 small enough, such that




ω(x)) < cn, f
n
ω (x) ∈ B˜(δ), then
|Dfnω (x)| > Ceλn.
Proof. This proposition indeed is a corollary of Lemma(7.7) in[29]. By this lemma,










κ is a constant from Lemma 8.1.6 for f ∈ CE .




κn−∑n−1i=0 qδ(f iω(x)) > eλn.
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If x /∈ B˜(y), let r = rδ(ω, x) be the first return of (ω, x) to B˜(δ), we consider




i=0 qω(x) < cn, therefore
|Dfn−rσrω (y)| ≥ eκ(n−r)−
∑n−r−1
i=0 qσrω(y) > eκ(n−r)−cn ≥ eλn−κr.
On the another hand, by outside lemma 8.1.6,
|Df rω(x)| ≥ Aeκr.
Then
|Dfnω (x)| = |Dfn−rσrω (y)||Df rω(x)| > eλn−κr · Aeκr = Aeλn.
Choose C = max{1, A}, we finish the proof.
Remark. c can be any positive number smaller than κ. When c tends to 0, λ tends
to κ.
Definition 8.3.2. (Random hyperbolic times)








Let h(ω, x) be the first (δ, c′)-hyperbolic time.
Fix δ, ε, we denote the bad set






Then the following proposition shows the existence of hyperbolic time outside the
bad set.
Proposition 8.3.3. (Existence of hyperbolic times)
Fix δ < 1, c′ > c, any (ω, x) /∈ Badn has a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic time not larger than n.
Moreover there exist constants C(δ), γ(δ), ε(δ) such that for any ε < ε(δ),
νZε ×m({(ω, x) : h(ω, x) > n}) ≤ C(δ)e−γ(δ)n.
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Before proving this proposition, we need the following lemma in [25].
Lemma 8.3.4. (Pliss’ Lemma)
Given A ≥ c2 > c1, let θ = (c2 − c1)/(A − c1). Then given any real number




there are l ≥ θn and 1 ≤ n1 < n2 < ... < nl ≤ n such that
ni−1∑
j=k
aj > c1(ni − k)
for every 0 ≤ k < ni and i = 1, 2, ..., l.
Proof of Proposition 8.3.3. Let ai = c−qδ(f iω(x)). For any (ω, x) /∈ Badn,
∑n−1
j=0 aj >
0. For any c′ > c, let A = c2 = 0, c1 = c − c′ < 0, by Lemma 8.3.4, there exists an
integer 1 ≤ n1 ≤ n, such that for any 0 ≤ k < n1
n1−1∑
j=k
aj > c1n = (c− c′)n.







n1 is a (δ, c
′)-hyperbolic time for (ω, x) not larger than n. Then by Assumption
8.1.3, the inequality holds.
The following proposition is the essential property of hyperbolic time. Here κ is
the constant in Lemma 8.1.6 for f ∈ CE .
Proposition 8.3.5. (Expanding, Markov, Bounded distortion)
Fix c′ ∈ (c, κ), suppose (ω, x) has a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic time n. Then there exist an





x,n)→ B(fnω (x), δ0)
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is a diffeomorphism with bounded distortion. Moreover, for every y ∈ V ωx,n we have
|Dfn−mσmω | ≥ Ce(κ−c
′)n/2 and N (fn−mσmω |fmω (V ωx,n)) ≤ 1.












Let λ′ = κ− c′ > 0. By Proposition 8.3.1, we have |Dfn−k
σkω
(fkωx)| > Ceλ′(n−k).
Let C ′ be the constant in admissible condition (iii). The following claim holds
Claim. Let δ0 > 0 satisfy C
′δ0δ−
1
l < λ′/2. For any 0 ≤ k < n, any y ∈
B(fkω(x), δ0e




















The last inequality holds if we choose 0 < c′ < κ/3.
When j = 1, we have for any y ∈ B(fn−1ω (x), δ0e−λ′/2),
|Dfσn−1ω(y)| > e−λ′/2|Dfσn−1ω(fkω(x))| > Ceλ
′/2.
Moreover,
B(fnω (x), δ0) ⊂ fσn−1ω(B(fn−1ω (x), C−1δ0e−λ
′/2)).
For any k ≤ n, suppose for any j < k, we have
B(fnω (x), δ0) ⊂ f jσn−jω(B(fn−jω (x), C−1δ0e−jλ
′/2)).
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Then we also have
B(fnω (x), δ0) ⊂ fkσn−kω(B(fn−kω (x), C−1δ0e−kλ
′/2)).
If not, there exists z ∈ (fk
σn−kω)
−1(B(fnω (x), δ0)) with d(z, f
n−k
ω (x)) = C
−1δ0e−kλ
′/2.
For any y ∈ (z, fn−kω (x)) or y ∈ (fn−kω (x), z),
f j
σn−kω(y) ∈ (fk−jσn−k+jω)−1(B(fnω (x), δ0)) ⊂ B(fn−k+jω (x), C−1δ0e−(k−j)λ
′/2)





















′/2d(fn−kω (x), z) ≥ δ0,
contradict to z ∈ (fk
σn−kω)
−1(B(fnω (x), δ0)). So for any 0 < k ≤ n
B(fnω (x), δ0) ⊂ fkσn−kω(B(fn−kω (x), C−1δ0e−kλ
′/2)).
Denote
V ωx,n = (f
n
ω )
−1(B(fnω (x), δ0)) ∩B(x,C−1δ0e−nλ
′/2).
Then fnω : V
ω
x,n → B(fnω (x), δ0) is an diffeomorphism.
In fact, for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, any y ∈ V ωx,n,
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We have proved that the Markov and bounded distortion properties of fnω : V
ω
x,n →
B(fnω (x), δ0). The expanding property comes from the fact that f
n
ω is expanding on
x and the map fnω |V ωx,n has bounded distortion.
Fix c′ ∈ (c, κ). Then δ0 is a function depending on δ.
We define the hyperbolic return as follow.
Definition 8.3.6. (Hyperbolic return)
For c′ ∈ (c, κ), we say that m is a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic return time of (ω, x), if m is
a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic time and f jω(x) ∈ B˜(δ0/2).
Denotem(ω, x) the first hyperbolic return. We have a similar estimate onm(ω, x)
as h(ω, x).
Proposition 8.3.7. (Estimate on tail of first hyperbolic return)
For any sufficient small constant δ, there exist constants C0(δ), γ0(δ), ε0(δ) > 0
such that for any 0 < ε < ε0(δ),
Pε({(ω, x) : m(ω, x) > n}) ≤ C0(δ)e−γ0(δ)n
Proof. When the m(ω, x) is large, either the hyperbolic time or the return time is
large. That is
{m(x, ω) > n} = {h(ω, x) > n/2} ∪ (
n/2⋃
j=1
{h(ω, x) = j, lδ0/2(σjω, f lω(x)) > n/2})
here lδ0/2 = min{s ≥ 1 : f st (x) ∈ B˜(δ0/2)}. By Proposition 8.3.3, for any ε < ε(δ),
νZε ×m({h(ω, x) > n/2}) ≤ C(δ)e−γ(δ)n/2.
It is sufficiently to estimate Pε(
⋃n/2
j=1{h(ω, x) = j, lδ0/2(σjω, f jω(x)) > n/2}).
Let Λωn(δ) = {x ∈ I : f jω(x) /∈ B(δ) for 0 ≤ j < n}.
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Claim. For any δ > 0, there exists a constant ε, such that for any ω ∈ Ωε, n ≥ 1,
any interval J ⊂ [−1, 1], we have
m(J ∩ Λωn(δ)) ≤ m(J)e−ηn.
The proof is totally the same as Proposition 8.1.5 (See [29],Proposition 2.7).
Fix ω, we denote {x ∈ ∆ω : h(ω, x) = j} by Hj(ω). For any x ∈ Hj(ω),




x,j → B(f jω(x), δ0) is a
diffeomorphism with N (f jω|V ωx,j) < 1. Let η = η(δ0/2), we have




n/2 (δ0/2) ∩B(f jω(x), δ0))
m(B(f jω(x), δ0))
≤ e1−ηn/2.
{V ωx,j : x ∈ Hj(ω)} forms a covering over Hj(ω). By Besicovitch covering lemma,
there exists a subfamily with uniformly bounded intersection multiplicity which
forms a covering of Hωj . Thus there is a constant C such that
m({y ∈ Hj(ω) : lδ0/2(σjω, f jω(y)) > n/2)}) ≤ Ce1−ηn/2m(Hj(ω))
Integrate ω over Ω, we have
Pε({(ω, x) : h(ω, x) = j, lδ0/2(σjω, f jω(y)) > n/2)}) ≤ Ce1−ηn/2m(Hj(ω))
Let γ0(δ) < min{γ(δ)/2, η(δ0/2)}. We have
Pε({m(ω, x) > n})











By the definition of hyperbolic return, we have the following property.
Proposition 8.3.8. If s ≥ 1 is a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic return, then s − s′ is a (δ, c′)-
hyperbolic return for any 1 ≤ s′ < s.
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8.3.2 Construction
In this section, we use hyperbolic return times to induce a random Markov map.
Denote δ′ = δ0(δ)/2. Here δ0(δ) is a constant depending on δ refer to proposition
8.3.5. If n is a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic return time, then fnω (x) ∈ B(δ′). Moreover if
∂I ∩ V ωx,n = ∅, fnω : V ωx,n → B(fnω (x), δ0) is an expanding diffeomorphism with
bounded distortion. Since B(δ′) ⊂ B(fmω (x), 2δ′), we have
B(δ′) ⊂ fnω (V ωx,n).
Let Jωx,n = (f
n
ω )
−1(B(δ′)) ∩ V ωx,n. Jωx,n is a neighbourhood of x. Moreover if




is an expanding diffeomorphism with N (fnω |Jωn,x) < 1.





We will use such intervals Jωx,n to construct a induced random Markov map.
Proposition 8.3.9. (Gcd(m)=1) There exist 4 points {xi}4i=1 ⊂ B(δ0/2) with
(δ, c′)-hyperbolic return times {ti}4i=1 such that g.c.d.(ti) = 1, Moreover, there exists
sufficiently small constant ε1 such that for any ω ∈ Ωε1, Jωx,n are pairwise disjoint
and contained in B(δ0/2).
The proof is the same as Proposition 8.2.9.
Fix ω, define the partition Z˜ω as follows,
U = {Jωx,n : x ∈ I;n ∈ Z+ is a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic time of (ω, x)};
U0 = {Jωxi,ti : i = 1, 2, 3, 4};
U1 = {Jωx,1 :1 is a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic return of x; Jωx,1 ∩
(
U0 ∪ ∂I ∪ ∂B(δ′)
)
= ∅};
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U2 = {Jωx,2 :2 is a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic return of x; Jωx,2 ∩
(⋃
j<2




Uk = {Jωx,k :k is a (δ, c′)-hyperbolic return of x; Jωx,k ∩
( ⋃
j<k
Uj ∪ ∂I ∪ ∂B(δ′)
)
= ∅}.





On each element of Uk, when k > 0, k is naturally a Markov inducing time. U0
is a bit different, we use it to ensure the mixing property. For any chosen interval
U ∈ B(δ′) with inducing time i, f iω is an expanding bijective C3 map with bounded
distortion. Since the chosen U does not intersect ∂B(δ′), Zω = Z˜ω|B(δ′) is naturally
a partition on B(δ′). It is sufficiently to show the exponential tail of inducing time.







)→ 0 as n→ 0.
Moreover, we will show m
(
I \⋃k≤n Uk) is exponential small in this section.
Fix ω, we denote (ω, x)’s i-th (δ, c′)-hyperbolic return by mi(x) = mi(ω, x). Let




We call x U(x,mi)’s center and call mi U(x,mi)’s inducing time.
If x ∈ Xn = I \
⋃
k≤n Uk, for each i ≤ p(x;n), mi ≤ n, either
U(x,mi) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B(δ′)) 6= ∅,
or there exists q < mi, Uq ∈ Uq, such that
Uq ∩ U(x,mi) 6= ∅.
Denote p = p(x;n) the number of (δ, c′)-hyperbolic return not exceeding n.
We define two increasing series {pi(x;n)}si=1 and {qi(x;n)}si=1 in the following
way.
q1(x;n) = min{1 ≤ q ≤ n : Uq ∩ U(x,mj) 6= ∅ for some j ≤ p(x;n)};
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p1(x;n) = max{1 ≤ j ≤ p(x;n) : U(x,mj) ∩Uq1(x;n) 6= ∅};
q2(x;n) = min{1 ≤ q ≤ n : Uq ∩ U(x,mj) 6= ∅ for some p1(x;n) < j ≤ p(x;n)}
p2(x;n) = max{1 ≤ j ≤ p(x;n) : U(x,mj) ∩Uq2(x;n) 6= ∅};
......
Until ps(x;n) = p, or for any ps(x;n) < j ≤ p, U(x,mj) only belongs to the first case.





U(x,mj) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B(δ′)) 6= ∅.
By definition, we have qi(x;n) < mpi(x;n).
We may need the following estimate on return times which is proved in [29]
Proposition (5.2). Notice that rδ is the first return time of (ω, x) to B(δ).
Proposition 8.3.10. (Estimate on first return)
For each δ > 0, there exists a positive integer M(δ) with limδ→0M(δ) → ∞, such
that for any 0 < ε < δ, ω ∈ Ωε, for any x ∈ B˜(2δ), r2δ(ω, x) > M(δ).
Remark. Notice that B(δ) ⊂ B˜(δ) for sufficiently small δ. So there exists M ′(δ)
with limδ→0M ′(δ) → ∞, such that for any 0 < ε < δ, ω ∈ Ωε, for any x ∈ B(2δ),
any 1 ≤ m ≤M(δ), fmω (x) /∈ B(2δ).
Corollary 8.3.11. For any x ∈ Xn, p(x;n) < n/M ′(δ′).
For every s, {qi}si=1 and {pi}si=1, let X(n, s), X(n, s, {qi}si=1, {pi}si=1) be the cor-
responding bad sets.
X(n, s) = {x ∈ Xn : s(x;n) = x};
X(n, s, {qi}, {pi}) = {x ∈ Xn : s(x;n) = s, qi(x;n) = qi, pi(x;n) = pi, i = 1, 2...s}.
Let Xn = {(ω, x) : x ∈ Xn(ω)}. We have the following estimate which shows the
exponential tail of inducing time.
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Proposition 8.3.12. (Exponential tail of inducing time)
For any sufficiently small constant δ, there exist constants 0 < ε0, θ < 1, C > 0
such that for any ε < ε0, Pε(Xn) ≤ Cθn.
Proof. For any x ∈ Xn(ω), we consider 4 cases.
We write s = s(x;n), pi = pi(x;n), qi = qi(x;n) for short when x, n are fixed,
and s(x), pi(x), qi(x) for short when n is fixed respectively.
Cases 1. Suppose s > c1n. 0 < c1 < 1 small is to be determined later.
Fix ω, consider U(x,mps), there exists Vs ∈ Uqs such that U(x,mps) ∩ Vs 6= ∅.





















0 . Let α = 6eα0. Then α < 1, we have
U(x,mps) ⊂ (1 + α/3)Vs.
For any 1 ≤ i ≤ s(x) − 1, if Vi ∈ Uqi with Vi ∩ U(x,mpi) 6= ∅, Vi+1 ∈ Uqi+1 with
Vi+1 ∩ U(x,mpi+1) 6= ∅, if qi ≥ t0, we have qi < mpi < mpi+1 , qi < qi+1. We consider
f qiω and f
mpi
ω .





















m(f qiω (U(x,mpi+1))) ≤ eα20m(B(δ′)).
Since α0 + eα
2
0 < 1, f
qi
ω (Vi+1) ∩ f qiω (U(x,mpi+1)) 6= ∅, f qiω (Vi+1) contain points in
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Therefore f qiω (Vi+1) ⊂ (1 + 2α0 + eα20)B(δ′), then
Vi+1 ⊂ (1 + 2eα0 + e2α20)Vi ⊂ (1 + α)Vi.
Fix s, we define
Vi = {V ∈ Uqi(x) for some x ∈ X(n, s) : V ∩ U(x,mpi(x)) 6= ∅}.
For each x ∈ X(n, s),
U(x,mps) ⊂ (1 + α/3)Vs.
For each t0 ≤ j < s, Vj+1 ∈ Vj+1, there exists Vj ∈ Vj such that
Vj+1 ⊂ (1 + α)Vj.
Denote Vi =
⋃



































Case 2. Suppose #{1 ≤ i ≤ p : U(x,mi) ∩
⋃




k≤n Uk = ∅, then U(x,mi(x)) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B(δ′)) 6= ∅. Since #(∂I ∪
∂B(δ′)) = 4, there exists a point b ∈ (∂I ∪ ∂B(δ′)), such that
#{1 ≤ i ≤ p : b ∈ U(x,mi)} > c2n/4
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Denote {ki}mi=1 = {1 ≤ i ≤ p : U(x,mi) ∩
⋃
k≤n Uk = ∅}.
Case 3. Suppose either
∑s
j=1(mpj+1−mpj) > c3n or
∑m
j=1(mkj+1−mkj) > c3n,
0 < c3 < 1 is to be determined.
For any fixed s < c1n, p < n/M































































Here limx→0 µ(x) = 0. We choose c1 < c3 sufficiently small, such that
e2µ(c1)Cc10 e
−γ0c3 < 1.
Then for any e2µ(c1)Cc10 e




(mpj+1 −mpj) > c3n}) ≤ Cθn0




(mkj+1 −mkj) > c3n}) ≤ Cθn0 .
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Case 4 Otherwise.
Fix ω ∈ Ω, s ∈ Z+ and series {qi}si=1, {pi}si=1 ∈ Ns. Without loss of generality,
Denote X˜ = {x ∈ X(n, s, {qi}si=1, {pi}si=1) : x does not belong to the first 3 cases}.
Similarly we denote X˜n = {x ∈ Xn : x does not belong to the first 3 cases}.
For any 1 ≤ j ≤ s, any V ∈ Uqj ,
#{U(x,mpj) : x ∈ X˜;U ∩ U(x,mpj) 6= ∅} = 1 or 2.
















We try to connect Vqj and Vqj+1 .
• If qi+1 > mpi . For any V ∈ Vqj+1 intersecting U(x,mpj), x ∈ X˜, we have
V ⊂ (1 + α)U(x,mpj). (See Case 1.) Then we have




) ≤ 2(1 + α)C1e−λ0(mpi−qi)m(Vj)
• If qi+1 < mpi . For any V ∈ Vqj+1 intersecting U(x,mpj), x ∈ X˜,
V \ U(x,mpj) 6= ∅.
This is because f
qi+1
ω (V ) = B(δ′) 3 0, while f qiω |U(x,mpj ) is bounded away from
0. Then we have
m(Vj+1) ≤ 2C1e−λ0(qi+1−qi)m(Vj).
Let C2 = 2(1 + α)C1. Then we have
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Denote p′i+1(x) = min{j > pi : U(x,mj) ∩Vi+1 6= ∅} for i < s. Then qi < mp′i .
And either p′i+1 = pi + 1, or for any pi < k < p
′
i+1, U(x,mk) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B(δ′)) 6= ∅.
Similarly, either p′1 = 1 or for any k < p
′
1, U(x,mk) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B(δ′)) 6= ∅.
And if ps 6= p, for any ps < k ≤ p, U(x,mk) ∩ (∂I ∪ ∂B(δ′)) 6= ∅.
Then
(q1 + n−mps) +
∑
qi+1>mpi










(mki+1 −mki) ≤ 2c3n.
m(X) ≤ 2Cc1n2 e−λ0neλ0(q1+n−mps )eλ0
∑
qi+1>mpi
(qi+1−mpi ) ≤ 2Cc1n2 e−(λ0−2c3)n.
We choose 0 < c3 <
λ0
2+logC2




m(X) ≤ 2Cc1n2 e−(λ0−2c3)n ≤ 2θn1 .






















Here η(c1)→ 0 as c1 → 0. We choose c1 sufficiently small such that e2µ(c1)θ1 < 1.
For any e2µ(c1)θ1 < θ2 < 1, we have






−c2λ0n/4 + 2Cθn0 + Cθ
n
2 ≤ Cθn
For some θ ∈ (0, 1).
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Thus we construct a random tower with exponential tail of inducing time. In
Proposition 8.3.7, we show Markov, expanding and bounded distortion properties of
the induced Markov map, while in Proposition 8.3.9 we show the mixing property. At
last, we prove the exponential tail of inducing time in Proposition 8.3.12. Theorem
8.1.4 has been proved.
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